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Murray's 438th scheduled to ship out today
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Winters' AP bill clears Senate
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The measure, which cleared the Senate on
36-0 vote, heads to the House for consideration.

FRANKFORT Ky. (AP) — A plan aimed at
boosting the number of Kentucky students taking
top-level high school courses cleared the Senate
on Wednesday.
Lawmakers say the approximately $4.25 mils offer more
lion proposal will help high school
rigorous advanced placement courses that could
lead to college credit for students who take them.
'This bill will take us a gigantic step forward in
the
Kentucky." said Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray,
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Newborn in critical condition after
hospital oxygen hood catches fire
said. Authorities
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -- fire, Allina
g.
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Oxygen ignite
Allina spokesman David
hood worn by a newborn infant
ed to release the
in a hospital, burning the boy's Kanihan declin n hood and
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Nurses who were
part of his face and
baby immediately put out the shoulders,

the tops of his hands. Smith said.
"This is our first experience
with burns at this age," said Dr.
George Peltier. a plastic surgeon
at the burn center.
He was being treated with
fluids and medications and was
breathing with the help of a ventilator. Smith said. He will be
able to use his fingers and hands
and should have a normal life.
she said.
The boy was just 12 hours old
when he was burned, weighs 8
pounds and is named Maverick.
Hospital officials did not release
the family's name.
Chris Messerly, an attorney
for the newborn's family, said
the family is focused on letting
their baby heal.
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Bill Clinton says race, gender will
decide South Carolina contest
DILLON, S.C.(AP) — He's
not on the ballot but Bill Clinton
seemed to dominate the South
Carolina presidential campaign.
disparaging Barack Obama and
journalists and predicting that
many voters will be guided
mainly by gender and race loyalties.
The former president suggested that his wife. New York
Sen. Hillary Rodharn Clinton,
may lose Saturday's Democratic
primary because many black
voters will side with Obama.
The unusually direct comment
on the possible role of race in
the election was in keeping with
the Clintons' bid to portray
Mama as the clear favorite,
thereby lessening the potential
fallout if it proves true.
Voting for president along
racial and gender lines "is
understandable, because people
are proud when someone who
they identify with emerges for
the first time," the former president told a Charleston audience
Wednesday while campaigning
for his wife, a role he has played
all week.
His comments and a later
outburst with a reporter came on

a day when Obama continued to
challenge Hillary Clinton's candor and trustworthiness. He said
his chief rival has indulged in
double-talk on bankruptcy laws,
trade and other issues.
The atmosphere grew more
charged after Clinton's campaign aired a radio ad in South
Carolina suggesting Obama
approved of Republican ideas.
Obama responded with his own
radio spot that says, "Hillary
Clinton will say anything to get
elected."
Politicians "don't always say
what they mean, or mean what
they say." the Illinois senator
told about 900 people at
Winthrop University, in Rock
Hill, Wednesday. "That is what
this debate in this party is all
about."
At each of three main stops
Wednesday. Obama mocked
Clinton for saying she voted for
a 2001 bankruptcy bill but was
happy it did not become law.
"Senator Clinton said, 'Well,
I voted for it, but I hoped the bill
would die," he said, drawing
hoots from the university crowd.
Bill Clinton, campaigning on
the coast while Obama was

inland, said Obama and the
media had stirred up tensions
over race in response to some
Democrats' criticisms of the
couple's strategies.
"I never heard a word of public complaint when Mr. Obama
said Hillary was not truthful,"
and had "no character, was polldriven. He had more pollsters
than she did," the ex-president
said in a heated exchange with a
CNN reporter."When he put out
a hit job on me at the same time
he called her the senator from
Punjab. I never said a word."
It was not clear what he
meant by "hit job."
7:
The former president has
rating
exagge
of
a
accused Obam
his anti-war record and handing
out undeserved praise to
Republicans. Clinton said he
personally witnessed Obama's
forces
intimidating
union
Nevada caucus-goers and said
an Obama radio ad suggested
how Democrats could keep
votes from his wife.
Clinton said the news media
is much tougher on his wife than
on Obama. At the end of the
exchange, he told the CNN
reporter. "Shame on you."
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Community of Promise and
Education
Community
Committee noted the positives
of the community. including
Murray State university's contribution through its educational, cultural and athletic opportunities and facilities, such as the
Kentucky
West
Wrathcr
Museum, Clara Eagle Gallery
and Regional Special Events
Center, as well as its ranking for
nine straight years as one of
"Amenca's Best Colleges" by
U.S. News and World Report.

in exchange for the contestant's
case.
Lewzader said it had been
difficult to keep the secret but
she did.
Now that the show has aired,
she says her top priorities are
"having a baby and getting
health insurance," although she
said building a house and new
cars were also high on the list.
Lewzader,
Jonathan
said the
nd,
husba
y•s
Britne
whole California experience
was practically a blur. "I think I
almost went into shock. After
our first trip out there for the
taping I couldn't sleep for days,
and I couldn't think straight.
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But it was wonderful."
Lewzader's mother, Denise
Hargrove, said the experience
has "just been really neat,"
adding that "it has been so much
fun watching her have fun."
Her father, Dale Hargrove,.
also said the experience was.
fun, but noted that it was very
"nerve wracking."
He said it was to be his job to
"make sure they didn't get
oblivious to what was going on"
and noted that he had told his .
daughter "memories last forev- .
et-, but money will burn."
grandfather,
Lewzader's
Gordon Hargrove. said he was
"really excited" about her
appearance on the show and he
thought she did "a great job."

transportation equipment in
good working order as a motor
pool welder during his two-year
enlistment at the headquarters
for the Military Advisory
Group. He served about a year
in the U.S. and another year in
Korea in 1953. Much of his unit
served as military advisors for
the South Korean Army.
Brandon says he remembers
his service well.
"We serviced all the vehicles
for the whole division."
Brandon said. "Of course with
me being a welder. I had to weld
security devices on so they
could be locked. They didn't
have locking steering wheels
back then."
It was some cold, hard duty.
according to Brandon. "The
thing I remember most about it
is that I didn't want to go back,'
he said.
For his service, he was
awarded the Korean Service
Medal with two bronze MAIL
the United Nations Service
Medal, the National Defense
Medal and a Good Conduct
Medal.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Alvenia Guthrie

ft
ife

Mrs. Alvenia Guthrie, 82, Mockingbird Drive, Murray,
died
A memorial service for Lloyd Austin Cornell will be Saturday at
Wednesday, Jan. 23, 2008, at 9 p.m. at her home. J.H. Churchill
10 a.m. at First Baptist Church, Winter Garden. Fla.
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
*Expressions of sympathy may be made to Iranian
Christian Church of Central Florida. P.O. Box 223,
Mrs. Bonnie K. Pence
Goldenroad, FL 32722.
Mrs. Bonnie K. Pence, 74, Benton, died Tuesday, Jan. 22, 2008 at
Mr. Cornell, 76, Winter Garden, died Saturday,
Britthaven of Benton (formerly Marshall County Long Term Care
Jan. 19, 2008. He was born in Rochelle, Ga. on Feb.
facility). She had been employed with Sherwin Williams Paints, 14, 1931.
Middletown, Ohio. Preceding her in death were her parents, Ernest
He earned a bachelor of arts degree from Stetson University,
Clide Wilson and Elsie Florence Bishop Wilson, and one brother,
Deland, Fla., and a master of theology from Southern Baptist
Jack Wilson.
Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky. He was a pastor at Ferndale
Survivors include her husband, Junior Pence; one daughter, Lisa Baptist
Church, Montverde, Fla., while he was still a student at
Dawn Stevens, Murray; one son, Randy R. Jones, Benton; two step- Stetson.
He was a Navy chaplain, and then served as Baptist
daughters, Kim Celion, Michigan, and Denise LAFlarnme, Canada; Campus
minister at Murray State University, Murray, Ky., the
one stepson, Brent Pence, Pennsylvania; two grandsons, Matthew
University of Hawaii, and Morehead State University, Ky.
Lewis Jones, Jacksonville, N.C., and Randall Allen Jones,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Masako Cornell, to whom he
Middletown; several stepgrandchildren; five great-grandchildren, had been
married for 48 years; one son, Shawn; one daughter,
Jesse, Randi, Isaac, Nevaeh and Colby Jones; three brothers, Bill Noelarii;
and seven grandchildren.
Wilson, Summervile, Ohio, and Robert Wilson and Lloyd Wilson,
both of Camden, Ohio.
A graveside service will be Saturday at II a.m. at New Harmony
Cemetery. Elder Robert Chandler will officiate. Visitation will be at
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton, after 5 p.m. Friday.
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Mrs. Rachel Broach

The funeral for Mrs. Dorothy Nell Harris will be Friday at 2 p.m.
The funeral for Mrs. Rachel Broach will be today (Thursday) at
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Larry Gilmore
1 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church where she was a member. Rev. James
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Garland, Rev. Joel Frizz-ell and Rev. Brent Lee will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
Pallbearers will be Jeremy Latimer, Main Alaniz, John David
(Thursday).
Charlton, Bart Rodrigues, Van Thompson and
Mrs. Harris, 83, Murray, died Tuesday, Jan. 22, 2008, at 7:10 p.m.
Dwayne Charlton, active; James, Halton and Hal
at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
Charlton and Candace Latimer, honorary. Bunal
A retired bookkeeper for Howard Brandon, Murray, she was a
will follow in the South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
1943 graduate of Murray Training School. She was a member of
Visitation is now at the church. Miller Funeral
First Baptist Church and of the Esther Sunday School Class.
Home of Hazel is in charge of arrangements.
Born Nov. 19, 1924, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hazel
the late B.K. Trevathan and Myrtle Roberts Trevathan. One sister,
Baptist Church Building Fund, P.O. Box 129,
Kathleen Culpepper, also preceded her in death.
Hazel, KY 42049 or James R. and Pat Latimer
Survivors include her husband. Marvin Cook Harris, to whom
MSU Scholarship Fund, P.O. Box 9, Murray, KY
she was married June 22, 1946 in Murray; two daughters, Rita Carol
42071. Online condolences may be made at
Broach
Morgan and husband, Robert, Paducah, and Linda Kay Gilmore and
www.imesmiller.com
husband. Larry, Gallatin, Tenn.; one sister, Wanda Miles, Dallas,
Mrs. Broach, 80, Puryear, Tenn., died Tuesday, Jan. 22, 2008, at
Texas; four grandchildren, Shannon Stivers and Adam Stroud, both
2:30 a.m. at her home.
of Paducah, Charis Brown. Louisville, and Josh Gilmore, Gallatin;
Born April 11, 1927, she was the daughter of the late Grover and
five great-grandchildren.
Beatrice Charlton. Also preceding her in death were three brothers,
Homer, Este! and Daris B. Charlton.
Robert (Bob) Cornelison
Survivors include her husband, Billy Broach; two daughters,
The funeral for Robert (Bob) Cornelison will be tonight Mrs. Pat
Latimer, Hazel, and Debra Broach, Puryear; two grandchil(Thursday) at 7 in the chapel of Milner and On Funeral Home, dren,
Candace Latimer and husband, Mann Alaniz, Clarksville,
Paducah. Rev. Paul Tucker will officiate. Burial rites Term., and Jeremy Latimer
and wife, Lauralee,,,Murray; three greatwill be in the Goose Pond Cemetery, Scottsboro, grandchildren,
Angelic Toliver, Clarksvillei;.sha Dire Dougherty and
Ala., on Saturday at 11 a.m.
Layne Latimer, Murray; three brothers, James Charlton, Huntsville,
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 7 Ala., Hal Charlton,
Huntingdon, Tenn., and Halton Charlton,
p.m. today (Thursday).
McKenzie, Tenn.; four sisters, Kathryn Langston, Murray, Azzilee
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Kelso, Dawsonville, Ga.,
Oyna Reeves, Hazel, and Betty Cameron,
Heath High School Football Program, 4330 Metropolis Lake Rd.,
Puryear; several nieces and nephews.
West Paducah, KY 42086.
Mr. Cornelison, 88, West Paducah, died Monday, Jan. 21. 2008,
at 9:18 p.m. at New Haven Assisted Living. Kevil.
He had retired after 29 years as an assistant shift engineer with
the Tennessee Valley Authority and was a member of Bethel
Cumberland Presbyterian Church. A Navy veteran of World War 11.
he flew blimps on submarine patrol with the rank of Aviation
NEW YORK (AP) - To of prescription drugs in the
Machinist Mate First Class, and later crewed on the Goodyear many who saw Heath Ledger in room, including pills to treat
Blimp. He was also a member of the 1939 All State Alabama High the last months of his life, the insomnia and anxiety, and an
School Football Team. He was instrumental in starting the football actor appeared to be happy, antihistamine, according to two
program at Heath High School in 1969. His hobbies were hunting. healthy and excited - "in a law enforcement officials who
great place,- in the words of one spoke on condition of anonymifishing, and raising and training pointer bird dogs.
ty because the investigation is
Preceding him in death were his wife, Edith C. Cornelison, to friend.
Which only made his sudden ongoing.
whom he had been married for 62 years, one infant daughter and
A rolled-up $20 bill was
three brothers. Born in Scottsboro, Ala., he was the son of the late end feel more tragic.
Haydn Ledger, one of the 28- found on the floor near the bed,
Virgil and Lorene Cunninghtun Cornelison.
New
York
Police
k-Survivors include one daughter, Donna Calhoun and husband, year-old actor's uncles, said his but
Lamont. Kevil; two sons, Blaine Law Cornelison and wife, Joan, nephew wouldn't have done Department spokesman Paul
and Robert E. Cornelison and wife, Jennifer, all of Murray; one anything rash. "It just wouldn't Browne said lab tests found
come into the equation at all," he nothing to indicate the bill had
brother, Phillip Cornelison, Ashland, Ala.; seven grandchildren,
said this morning in an interview been used to snort drugs. Police
Cary Jackson, Christie Bingham, Casey Peach, and Eric, Shane,
on CBS'"The Early Show."
also said no illegal drugs were
Clint and Clay Cornelison: two great-grandchildren, Caitlin and
He and Mike Ledger, another found in the apartment.
Dylan Jackson.
of the actor's uncles, deflected a
Lee Daniels, who produced
question about whether their the critically acclaimed 2001
Mrs. Alene Barnes Hargis
nephew had been depressed, movie "Monster's Ball," in
The funeral for Mrs. Alene Barnes Hargis will be Friday at 11 saying that should be left to his which
Ledger starred, strongly
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Harvey Elder and parents to address.
disputed any notion that Ledger
Clyde Mize will officiate. Jim Phillips will lead the congregational
Ledger told The New York had a drug problem.
singing.
Times in November that work"The definition of substance
Pallbearers will be Ed Barnes, Ben Byars, Scott Benton, Chad ing on the films "The Dark abuse is really up to one's perWeems, Billy Bucy Sr. and Billy Bucy II, active; Wayne Swift, Knight" and "I'm Not There" spective," Daniels said. "I didn't
Barry Harrison, Tommy Boggess. Billy Overby. Johnny Parker, Max had been stressful, and that he see him as a drug addict. I saw
Weatherford, Don Marine,Ted Lovett and Flenoy Barrow, honorary. was struggling with sleepless- him as someone who enjoyed
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery with Chad Weems ness and had taken the sleep aid life. I know drug addicts - he
Ambien.
and Harold Irvan officiating.
was not a drug addict."
Medical examiner's office
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
The law enforcement offispokeswoman Ellen Borakove cials said three of the drugs were
(Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Agape Child and said an autopsy Wednesday was prescribed in Europe. Ledger
inconclusive and that authorities had recently been filming in
Family Services, P.O. Box 11411. Memphis, TN 38111.
Mrs. Hargis, 88, longtime resident of Murray, died Monday would know more in about 10 London.
Daniels also said the
morning, Jan. 21, 2008, at St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., days, when more tests are
expected to be complete.
Australian-born actor was in
under the care of Alive Hospice Unit.
Ledger's housekeeper and a great spirits when they saw each
She was employed by Food Services at Murray State University
from 1962 to 1967. and then worked at Murray High School massage therapist found the other a few months ago.
actor dead Tuesday, lying naked
"He was in a good mood, he
Cafeteria for 20 years serving as manager from 1985 until her retireand face-down on his bed, police was in a great place ... he was
ment in 1992. She also worked along side of her husband, Sam
said.
excited about living in New
Henry Hargis, a minister of the Church of Christ for 60 years. They
There were six different types York," Daniels said.
served six congregations in this local area on a full time basis. At the
time of her death she had been a member of Union Grove Church
of Christ for over 35 years.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Sam Henry Hargis who
died March 10, 2004; one daughter, Joyce Weems; one sister, Louise
Gibbs Mielke. Born March 25. 1919, in Model, Tenn., she was the
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
daughter of the late Melvin Barnes and Letsie Wilkinson Barnes.
Survivors include one daughter. Judy Wilson and husband, Ken.
Limited
Now!
Nashville, Tenn.; son-in-law. Ron Weems, Memphis. Tenn.; four
grandchildren, JoArma Weems. Memphis, Tenn., Chad Weems and
wife. Jeannie, Nashville, Melissa Wilson Benton and husband, Scott,
St. Louis, Mo.. and Laura Wilson Byars and husband, Ben,
Nashville; one great-grandchild, Meg Weems, Nashville; several
nieces and nephews.
All returns filed e

Ledger autopsy inconclusive,
six prescription drugs found

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.

Suicide bomber kills
provincial police chief
at blast site in Mosul
BAGHDAD (AP)- A suicide bomber killed an Iraqi
police chief and two other officers this morning after they
toured the site of the wreckage
of a blast a day earlier that devastated a predominantly Sunni
neighborhood in the volatile
northern city of Mosul.
The casualty toll from
Wednesday's explosion rose to
at least 34 dead and 224 injured,
said Hisharn al-Hamdani, the
head of the Ninevah provincial
council. The blast collapsed a
three-story apartment building
and ravaged adjacent houses just
minutes after the Iraqi army
arrived to investigate tips about
a weapons cache.
The bomber that struck this
morning was wearing an explosives vest under an Iraqi police
uniform when he struck, killing
Brig. Gen. Salah Mohammed alJubouri, the director of police
for Ninevah province, the U.S.
military said. Two other policemen died and a U.S. soldier,
three Iraqi police and an Iraqi
soldier were wounded, the military said.
Police spokesman Brig. Gen.
Saeed al-Jubouri said the police
chief was attacked after gunmen
ambushed the blast site, sparking clashes that lasted for about
15 minutes. The bomber moved
toward Hassan's car as it was
preparing to flee the area, alJubouri said.
The U.S. military said initial
reports indicated al-Qaida in
Iraq was behind Thursday's
attack. Wednesday's explosion
remained under investigation.
A bulldozer worked through

Unexplained blast in Mosul
A deadly explosion npiced through an apartment building Wednesday,
after police were investigating a tip about a weapons cache
TURKEY
SYRIA
A suicide car
bomber targeted
a police convoy,
killing at least
five civilians and
injuring 11
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Gunmen
opened fire on
Iraqi soldiers.
killing three
and iniunng at
least one
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' STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since

1854

Dow Jaws Ind. A...,.12297.7 + 27.5
Air Products ............-88.11 + 135
AT&T, loc.
• 0.52
+ 1.19
Briggs & Stratton
+ 0.17
Bristol Myers Squibb
+ 0.26
Caterpillar
+ 0.30
Cbeiron Texaco Corp.-8107 + 0.62
Daimler Chrysler -77.15 + 2.81
Deaa Foods
2762 - 0.12
Won-Mobil
-8395 + 0.50
Ford Motor
6.20 • 0.09
General lEkctric.--...--34.28 • 0.31
General Motors
2S.45 - 0.25
Glazorsaitiglise ADit -47.67 • 0.68
Goodrich
62.30- 0.05
Goodyear
Soared Batik' -14.0411425 A
1BM
10536•0.74

Intel

76ID + 0.32
25.92 -0.72
Mattel
18.51 • 0.27
McDonalds
-....5365 + 064
Merck
+0.92
Microsoft
+ 0.30
J.C. Penney....
.43.83 - 0.60
Pepsico, Inc -.-69.96 034
Krnger

Regions Financial ....--.21.91 + 0.07
Scbering-Plougji
+ 0.12
Sears Holding Corp _.I05.09- 2.30
Time Warner
-0.30
US Bancorp
32.84 + 0.14
UST -...._..........53.63 • 1,77
WellPoiat
+ 0.44
Wal-Mart
4.91

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants 0.-11):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800.444-1854
Hairs: 800 a

42071
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the night to clear the debris, with
vehicles providing light as
dozens of people watched on the
rim of a massive crater that was
left by Wednesday's blast,
footage
from
the
local
Mosuliyah TV station showed.
The TV footage showed one
woman looking stunned as she
held a bandage to her face in an
emergency room and doctors
rushed to treat a man whose face
was bloodied.
The explosion came after the
army received calls that insurgents were using the vacant
building as a shelter and a
bomb-making factory, police
said.
Duraid Kasfunola, the governor of Ninevah province, of
which Mosul is the capital,
imposed an indefinite curfew in
the city's downtown following
the clashes.
He said a preliminary investigation showed al-Qaida in Iraq
was behind Wednesday's explosion in a bid "to terrorize Mosul
residents."
American and Iraqi forces
have been on the offensive
against militants in and around
Baghdad. But Mosul - Iraq's
third-largest city some 225 miles
northwest of the capital -continues to be a center of gravity
for al-Qaida in Iraq and other
insurgents, the U.S. military
says. The blast in Mosul was the
latest in a series of bombings
across Iraq, including in some
areas that have seen a relative
calm recently with the security
gains from U.S.-Iraqi operations
and a Sunni revolt against alQaida in Iraq.
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Elliott awarded
$160 grant for
undergraduate
study at MSU
Carte Elliott, junior agricultural education major at Murray State University, was recently awarded an Undergraduate
Research arid Scholarly Activity grant in the amount of
$160.
Elliot's project titled "Dark
Fired Tobacco Responses to
Different Nitrogen Fertilizers"
will study the effects of commercial fertilizers containing
differing amounts of nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium.
This study will discover the
effects of the different fertilizers on tobacco's yield and
vigor.
Dr. lin Handayani. professor in the school of agriculture, will serve as faculty mentor on this project. Handayani
said the following about Elliott,
"She has a wondeful work
ethic and ability, to get the job
done"
A'. a recipient of the URSA
grant funds. Elliott will present during "MSU's Scholars
Week" in April 2008. She will
be presenting her project during "Posters-at-the-Capitol" on
Jan. 31 in Frankfort.

Murray Art
Guild will
have adult
workshops
Iwo adult workshops have
been scheduled by the Murray. Art Guild, located at 500
North Fourth St., Murray
The first is "Oil Painting:
Begin r and Intermediate"
with Mar -oh iann as teacher,
which will oc s on the basic
materials and, chniques of oil
painting, to gm Monday and
.iintinue
gh I tuirsda front
ti to 9 p M. This is a great
opportunity for beginners or a
good refresher for others There
is a small supply list with
sonic materials provided by the

•See Page 7A
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Training School Celebration
planned at museum Monday
Monday, Jan. 28, is the 80th anniversary of the Training School building at
Murray State University. Graduates, students, faculty and friends of the Training
School, College High or University School
are invited to a celebration of the Training School Legacy on Monday at 7 p.m.
In the auditorium of Wrather Museum at
MSU.
Dr. Russ Wall, dean of the college of
education, will make brief comments on
Jo's
Datebook the Legacy of the Laboratory School. Plans
By Jo Burkeen will be discussed for an expanded memorial on campus and other ways to rememCommunity
ber and share the legacy of all those
Editor
involved with the Training School during
the 52 years of its existence.

Historical Society plans meeting
Jackson Purchase Historical Society will meet Saturday at 1
p.m. at Wrather Museum auditorium on the Murray State University campus. Dr. Bob Lochte and Dr. Jim Gantt will present a program on Nathan B. Stubblefield, 1860-1928. The public is invited to attend.
GREG TRAVIStedger & limes
BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS: Murray Mayor Tom Rushing, right, and Calloway County Lasagna Lunch planned Sunday
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins. left, signed a proclamation Tuesday declaring the month of
Lighthouse Baptist Church will have a Lasagna Lunch on
January as Big Brothers Big Sisters month in Murray and Calloway County. The officials Sunday at 12:30 p.m. at the church. This is a fundraiser to
encourage all citizens, businesses, public and private agencies and religious and educational send the youth group to the Creation Museum. Reservations
Institutions to support mentonng and give young people in the community the gift of time and. are suggested by calling 293-4386 or 227-5982.
friendship through mentonng. Pictured with the local officials is Suzy Crook, satellite director
Tractor & Truck Pull planned
and case manager for Big Brothers Big Sisters.
Tractor and Truck Pull will be Friday and Saturday at the
Murray State University Expo Center. Gates will open at 6
111
p.m. For information call 1-800-489-4792.

Mother to Mother Group to meet

*-1

ab /et

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms;
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. Foi
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.
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Soccer Association plans registration
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will have registration for the coming season at the Calloway County Public Library, 710 Main St., Murray. Dates for registration will
be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m., on Thursday, Feb. 7, from
5 to 9 p.m. and on Saturday, Feb. 9, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
For more information call Shellie at 753-8962 or visit the
website at www.beecreek.org

tort,

Inv

Methodist women need volunteers
TOM BERRYA..edger & Times
NEW OFFICERS INSTALLED: Murray Lodge 105 of Free and Accepted Masons installed
new officers during an informal supper meeting at the organization's temple on Ky. 121 North
Monday night Those chosen to lead the order for the coming year include, bottom row, from
left, senior deacon Donald Jones, junior deacon Michael Holt, Grand Master Max Rogers,
treasurer Randall Scott and past Grand Master Curtis Johnson Others include, back row, from
left, senior warden Stephen Jones, marshall Ricky Edwards, chaplain Ray Holt and Tyler Bob
Sanders Other officers, not pictured, include junior warden Michael Weatherholt, secretary
Henry Sledd, senior steward Bobby Hale and junior steward Don Wilhem.

The women of First United Methodist Church will have
its annual Sew-A-Thon for missions starting Monday. Jan. 28.
and continuing through Feb. I. Volunteers are needed to cut
and sew simple dresses and shorts to be taken to the children
in Central and South America. Hours will be from 9 a .m. to
3 p.m. at the church, located at the corner of South Fifth and
Maple Streets.
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CCHS Class of 1988 plans meeting
Calloway County High School of 1988 will meet Friday at
6 p.m. at Pagliai's to plan for the 20th reunion of the class.
All class members are urged to attend. For more information
call Jennifer Stubblefield at 436-2878.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday

a.m.
SaveW11:30
Ch

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
groups will be The Messengers and Roxane Kaler. There is no
admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted.
For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound4hotmail.com

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners Bingo Friday

Photo pcovNlet1

HAZEL WINNER: Tina Ward, left, of Hazel Woman's Club,
presents Megan Brown her first place certificate for her drawing entry in the Art Contest of the First Distnct of Kentucky
Federation of Women's Club

Photo provided
DONATION MADE: Alumni & Associates' member Melissa
Green. nght, presents Dana Stonecipher, Advanced Health &
Wellness teacher at Calloway County High School, with a
donation to help enhance the class activities If you are interested in joining the organization or making a donation, contact
melissa.green @calloway.kyschools us
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Murray Shriners announced that Bingo will be held Friday
at 6:30 p.m. at the Shrine Club facility. Ky. 121 North. Murray. Proceeds help support many local and Shrine charitable
activities.

Federal employees to meet Friday
Kentucky Lake Chapter of Active and Federal Employees
will meet Friday at 11 a.m. at Holmes Restaurant on Ky. 121
North. Murray. All active and retired federal employees are
urged to attend.

Alzheimer's program today
The UK Sanders-Brown Center on Aging. Alzheimer's Association, St. Claire Regional Medical Center and the Kentucky
TeleHealth Network will present an education series for family members and friends of those who suffer from memory disorders. The first program on "Non-Alzheimer's dementias: Why
it makes a difference! In bathing battles, and maintaining
hygiene without a fight" will be today from 5:30 to 7 in the
education unit, third floor. at Murray-Calloway County Hospi•
tal. All interested persons are invited. For information call
Carol Perlow at 762-1249.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet tonight at
7:30 in the private dining room at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This is for all parents who have lost a child et
young adult through death. For more information contact Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731:
498-8324 .

Seminar planned today
Murray-Calloway County Hospital recently open its new
Acute Inpatient Rehabilitation Unit, located on the fourth
floor. A Community Education Seminar on Acute Inpatient
Rehabilitation will be today at 5:30 at the Wellness Center
Classroom. The public is invited. For information call 7621445.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision
meet today at 4

Making Council will
in the media center. The public is invited.
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SPECIAL EVENT: Playing a variety of jigs, reels and lively Scottish tunes at the Murray
Caledonia Society's Burns Supper on Saturday at 6 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club house
will be from left, Robert Worden, Annette Heady, Conny Ottway and Trudy
McFarlane.
Reservations can be made by calling the Visitor and Convention Bureau at 1-800-651-1603.

Health
Express
releases
schedule
The Murray-Calloway Couny Hospital Health Express will
offering lipid profiles and
lood pressure checks during
stops in February.
The screenings are free to
communities visited by
1th Express and are offered
detect disease in its cactistages when there are often
ymptoms of disease. Under
t circumstances, cholesterol
triglyceride levels should
hecked every five years.
olesterol and triglyceride
ning is free to every Health
ess patron once every five
s. More frequent testing
ires a doctor's written preption and costs $15. Annuscreenings are recommendfor diabetes patients. The
holesterol (HDULDL) and
triglyceride screening requires
a food fast (water only) for .
12 to 14 hours before.
During the month of Febthe Health Express will
to the following
S.
, day, Feb. 4. 6 to 11:30
a.m.4nd 12:30 to 2 p.m. Say
-Lot in Murray;
Visidnesday, Feb. 6, 7 to
11:3C1. a.m. - Cadiz Baritist
Chu* in Cadiz;
Monday, Feb. 11,7 to 11:30
a.m. - Hamlin One-Stop in
Hanilin:
dnesday. Feb. 13. 6:30
:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2
- Kroger in Murray;
ursday, Feb. 14, 6:30 to
0 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30
— Wal-Mart in Paris. Tenn..
Friday, Feb. 15, 6 to 1()
m. - Center for Health &
ellness in Murray;
Monday. Feb. 18. 8 to II
.m. - George Weaks Community Center in Murray;
Wednesday, Feb. 20, 6 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m.
- Wal-Mart in Murray;
Friday, Feb. 22, 6:30 to 11
a.m. - Hazel Baptist Church
in Hazel;
Monday, Feb. 25, 6:30 to
.
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m.
- Max Fuel (Corner Market,
4th & Chestnut St.) in Murray:
Tuesday. Feb. 26, 7 to 11:30
a.m. - Subway in Puryear,
Tenn.;
Wednesday, Feb. 27, 6 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m.
- Food Giant in Murray:
Thursday, Feb. 28. 7 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m.
-. First United Methodist
Church in Murray.
• • For more information on the
February Health Express schedule or about the screening,
offered. call 762-1348.
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The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Monday at 9:30
a.m. at the club house.
Lillian Robertson will present the program on "Painting."
Hostesses will be Peggy
Shoemaker, Carolyn Farrell and
Mary Gail Johnson.
At the last meeting of the
department, the program was
presented by Whitney M.Cooper of Flowers by Whitney.
Serving as hostesses were
Judy Kelso. Lithe Fuqua and
Jeanetta Bennett.

Photo provided

Hostesses for the last meeting of the Creative Arts
Department of the Murray Woman's Club, were, from left.
Judy Kelso, Lillie Fuqua and Jeanetta Bennett.
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We're making
way for new
inventory!

NO PAYMENTS/
NO INTEREST FOR

ing Rooms
ose From
Here AreJust A Few Examples Of The av(ngs!

13 MONTHS!

Reg. Price

stops

0Bedrooms
ehorn
Save

up To 1/2 For Every Rae!

Lane

Choose From Over
300 Lane Recliners

Up To 1/2 Off On Closeouts!
sik

W1i1

M-Powell Twin Bed, Dresser,
Mirror, Nightstand, Off-White
$900.00
8488.00'
-La-Z-Boy Burgundy Rocker Recliner
$651.00
$324.00
A-Sofa, Chair & Ottoman, Reed Walnut
$1,679.00
$759.00
M-American Furniture Jr. Power Bedroom:
Twin Beds, Computer Desk, Desk Drawer,
Bulletin Board, 3 Drawer Chest, Ladder.51,354.00
$999.00
SC-Lane Bedroom: King Bed, Dresser.
Mirror & Nightstands
$5,325.00....$3,550.00
-La-Z-Boy Green Rocker Recliner
$651.00
8324.00
M-Berkline Reclining Sofa. Mushroom Brown.$1,905.00
$999.00
SC-Lane Dining Room:Table, 4 Side Chairs,
2 Arm Chairs, Side Board & Hutch
$7,350.00 .... 84,950.00
A-Sofa & Loveseat, Leah Summer
$1,759.00
$799.00
-Lane Red Microfiber Sectional w/Chaise...S2,999.00 ....$1,499.00
SC-Klaussner Entertainment Unit
S1,849.00 .... 81,199.00
A-Sofa, Chair & Ottoman, All Leather,
Kendall Auburn
$4.249.00 .... 81,899.00
M-Berkline Reclining Loveseat, Mushroom Brown 51,410.00
8899.00
A-Theatre Seating with Ottoman,
Viewmaster Cafe
$2,299.00
8999.00
-Eagle Corner Oak 3 Pc. Entertainment. 42"...$1,956,00
$949.00
SC-Lane Leather Reclining Sofa & Loveseat ...63,255.00 .... $2,197.00
-Broyhill Dark Oak 2 Door Armoire
$2,700.00....81,299.00
M-Berkline 2 Arm Reclining Chaise, Brown $1,305.00
$878.00
SC-Broyhill Sofa & Chair
$1,890.00 ....$1,275.00
A-Complete Oak Wall Entertainment Unit:
2 Corner, 2 Piers,TV Base Armoire Top, Drake .55,599.00 32,598.00
SC-Broyhill Table & 6 Chairs
52,715.00....81,349.00

Item Avalable At M-Murray • A-18th St.• -Beaten• St -Superaitter
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Guild.
The second is "Intermediate Jewelry" with Beverly KietAte as instructor who will introduce participants to the wire
Jewelry techniques to be SatOrdays. Feb. 9 and 16, from
Ii) a.m. to noon at the guild.
Using basic jewelry making
tools, participants will have
the opportunity create their
own wearable art.
For additional information
and registration contact the
guild at 753-4059 or e-mail
murrayartguildOmurray-ky.net
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Dirt Band founder to
perform for MCMA
One of the founding members of the Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band. John McEuen will perform
at Murray State University's Lovett Auditonum
on Friday. Feb. 1.
John McEuen and Sons is a concert sponsored by the Murray Civic Music Association.
The event will begin at 7 p.m.
McEuen has made more than 40 albums in
his career, including six solos, that have earned
four platinum and five gold recognition awards.
Grammy nominations, ('MA and ACM awards,
Emmy nominations, and an IBMA record of
the year award.
He has performed on another 25 albums as
a guest artist and has worked with performers
like Dolly Parton, Willie Nelson. Johnny Cash,
Jerry Garcia. Phish, Bob Dylan, Jemmy Buffett, The Doors, Bill Monroe, Keith Urban and
Aerosmith.
McEuen is the only California musician to
perform solo on the Grand Old Opry, with his
band and as a special guest of other Opry
member acts. He also recorded what Rolling Stone
called 'the most important record to come out
of Nashville" — •Will the Circle Be Unbroken.'
He has created music scores for II film
projects, including the Emmy-nominated, 10hour mini-series 'The Wild West,' from which
he made the CD "The Music of the Wild West.'
He most recently finished the score for the
documentary 'Maynard Dixon — An & Spirit" and his XM radio show. Acoustic Traveller.
is in its third year.
His show at MSU will include many rarely
performed Dirt Band classics, as well as 'Will
the Circle..." And music from his own sons'
careers will round out the performance with
elements of today's music with classic bluegrass styles.
For ticket information. call 753-4446.
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RECITAL PRESENTED: The top nine music students of Linda Wright were recently featured
in a recital at Westside Baptist Church. Vocal, piano, autoharp, trombone and guitar selections
were presented. Receiving performance awards were Joseph Winchester, first, Alex Nance,
second, and Mikala Wiggins, third. Pictured from left, front row, are Hal Bogard, Hanna Irvin,
Mikala Wiggins and Tia Wallace, back row, Joseph Winchester, Riecher Denmark, Jacob
Thorn. Teela Ethendge and Alex Nance. The next recital is planned for May 18.
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Almo artist's work in national exhibit
KENOSHA, Wis. — An Almo artist's work
is among 100 pieces to be shown at the 21
Parkside National Small Print Exhibition. Being
prepared for showing in the Communication
Arts Gallery on the University of WisconsinParkside campus, the exhibition opened with
a reception Sunday and continues through Feb.
21.

John McEuen

Almo printmaker Nicole HancKetching
'Diminutive Familiarity' will be
shown.
Images of the print will be available for purchase with a portion of the selling price helping UW-Parkside art scholarships.

To be considered for the Parkside National Small Print Exhibition, an artwork cannot
exceed 18 inches in any dimension. The pieces.
were selected from more than 900 prints sub-:
mitted by some 350 artists from across the
country. Selection was done by independent
juror Karla Hackenmiller of Ohio University.
The 2IParkside National Small Print Exhibition is free and open to the public. Gallery
hours are Monday 11 a.m. to 5 p.m., Tuesday II a.m. to 8 p.m., Wednesday 11 a.m. to
8 p.m., and Thursday 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
For more information, call (262) 595-2581.

Staff

Nolan Jackson earns first place in MLK media contest

Nolan Jackson, a Murray
High School junior, was recognized as the first place recipient in the media high school
grade category of the Martin
Luther King. Jr Visual Art
Contest during the Martin
Luther King, Jr. Annual Celebration on Jan I
Held in the Ciiiiimonwealth
Hall of the Kentucks Historical Society in Uranktort, the
ceremony recognized students
throughout Kentucky who subnutted entries in the contest.
Jackson's award was selected
from over 1.000 other submissions from students throughout Kentucky. Kentucksy Governor Stcse Bestir:it and his
wife, Jane, first Lady of the
Commonwealth. were on hand
for the esent
A student in Laurie 1.cliiiinster's English III MIAS honors
Collts.0 and also a FBLA member and member on the MHS
Speech Team, Jackson said he
decided to enter the contest
when Edminster presented the
contest as an extra credit opporturuty "This project was especially interesting since I hope
to pursue a professional min
career in directing and producing." he said.
Edminster said the contest
asked students to consider.
through an essay or visual arts,
the dream of equality illustrated in Martin Luther king. Jr 's.
"I Have a Dream- speech
"Nolan chose to create J photo
story of sorts using images of
King, contemporary music, and
audio clips from his speech
The piece he created is phe
nornenal and typical of Nolan",
work tic 1.4:remise, intelligent.
and capable of making connections far beyond his years"
Emery S Lee. chair. Dr Mar.

minute documentary on the late
King. Jackson- closes his presentation
with
Sen.
Ted
Kennedy's quote: 'The work
goes on, the cause endures, the
hope still lives and the dreams
shall never die.'
Teresa Speed, MHS principal, said she is proud of Jackson's first place recognition. "I
am truly proud of Nolan and
this great achievement he has

received.
This state-wide
recognition to Nolan is exemplary of the higher educational opportunities that are available to the MISD students,"
she said. "Additionally, it is
always a compliment to our
teachers and the instruction
they provide to our students
on a daily basis when our students are rewarded with honors.-

Speed also indicated that
MISD students would be provided with the opportunity
throughout the month of February to view the documentary
Jackson produced as a tribute
in recognition of Black History Month.
Jackson is the son of Bob'
and Karen Jackson of Murray. •

eiP Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park Ow
Valentine Couples Get Away Weekend Package!
February 9, 2008
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Photoprovided
Nolan Jackson is pictured with Kentucky first lady Jane
Beshear presenting him with his first place certificate
tin Luther King. Jr. Jr, State struggle of one mail put into
Uotnnussion. said out of thou- action (Dr. Martin Luther King.
sands of entries and a tough Jr.)," he said. "By keeping
selection process, they are hon- youth connected, reminded, and
ored to recognize Jackson for involved tin the arts and in
his first place entry. "It is the writings), we continue the faith
mission of our State Commis- that we will never stop 'Dreamsion to keep the dream alise ing True racial equality and
in the hearts of those who harmony is depicted in his work.
lised the struggle. and hope and 1 believe he has the power
in the minds of those who ben- to reach beyond the dream."
efit from the dream that the
As a conclusion to the six-
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Murder Mystery Dinner Theater

was
sess

We invite you to celebrate Valentines weekend, In a unique and fun way.
If you like groat accommodations, food, and are a fan of the Orient Express,
Sherlock Holmes or Clue. then this Is the weekend for you.
Complete rids=
Dinner Theater only
.. 75
tA• per couple
$95.00 per couple
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,
one nt,'.• 1.algtny, duvber k thratrr and hrraidaat

Reality Bites Beck

Murder

36

ludo. Inn,and Or throw Jaw winch will be held at our consennon
.yrrter Dtnnrr taipk. at
r m and the show at AM p m

Mystery
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peose^t.o by Markin House TOOSOOf 01 Paducah Kentucky
Rod' ererePrenour Mono Duckworth levee reakty shows and has invented hes own gime - a combenebon of the best(and worst()
of -Sonmme and APPrentice 'A.arty wants to yew neat awe Walt people a chance
to Ian a ,
of as CEO or one 0/ tar companies ANC'a melloon bucks The conftestants include macho-man crin, Pete The Roo*,
and peasoa new tenkfelit gertInand Marsha
was., the *WV Sn00. snnorl aa anon taunt,. the gamOtor Judge Tammy Mee to keep thongs
serne-honest as the contestants.
with help from ins audience. face three Anal challenges But by the end of the event the
winner might roof be who can 'outwit' or
'outlast' but who can OUTLIVE'

&awned ~ways wit Oa divided onto NW, Each teem *el weevil a clue packet in welch They track down
ctues and try to
identify thee Mier and thew mania
.
.
4 -...•4.1414141.
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Foe more information contact Mary Gram al
270162-4271 ext. 2344 Of small: rnarystrwarOky.tioy
Foe roeoreollons call I J100-325-0141 • WWW.PARKS.KY.130V
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-Do I need virus protection?
-What is spyware?
-What is a firewall?
-What Internet speed should I choose?
-How do I protect myself from phishing?
-Many more questions will be answered!

MI

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

Jan. 27th, 2008 2-4 pm

The program will be in the Carroll Building, connected to the MES office,
at 205 N. 4th Street.
Refreshments will be served; call 753-5312 ahead to reserve a spot (limit
50 people).
This is a free service for MES customers.

THURSDAY,
JANUARY 24, 2008

SPORTS

SECTION B
e-mail: sportsOmurrayledger.com
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PREP FOOTBALL

MHS football
deadline passes
SPEED HOPES TO HAVE NEW
. HEAD COACH IN EARLY FEB.
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131; TOMMY DILLARD
Saorts Writer
The application deadline for the vacant head football
coaching slot at Murray High School has expired and
MINS principal Teresa Speed said she anticipates filling
thei position by the second week in February.
Speed said Wednesday that she and the hiring committee are currently reviewing applications and calling
redommendations. The committee will then narrow the
field and interview finalists during the first week of
February.
'Speed said she hopes to have her recommendation to
superintendent Bob Rogers by the first week of February.
Betause Rogers is also serving on the hiring committee,
the process should be a speedy one.
The position came open when former coach Lee
Edwards resigned to take an assistant position at Harding
University. Following MISD policy, the school posted
the job for a 30-day period before reviewing any applications.
Former Mayfield defensive coordinator Brad Lawson
was known to have applied for the position, but withdrew his application after being hired as defensive coordinator at Paducah Tilghman.
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ALL"A" CLASSIC

Carlisle advances,
will face Murray
MAYFIELD WINS ON LASTMINUTE THREE-POINTER
Staff Report
Four-seed Carlisle County took it to five-seed St.
Mary on Wednesday night at the First Region All "A"
Classic, winning 67-45
and setting up a semifiAll "A" Classic
with
matchup
nal
Boys
WEDNESDAY
Murray Friday night.
Carlisle Co 67, St Mary 45
Ty Owens led the Mayfield 40. Hickman Co 39
FRIDAY
20
points
with
Comets
6 p.m.
city vs Mayfield
and Carlisle lit up the Fuson
745 p.m.
Murray vs Carlisle Co
Eagles' Nest from SATURDAY
8 p.m_
beyond the arc, con- Championship game
Girls
necting on 8-of-12 TONIGHT
The Si Mary vs Gomm Christian 6 p.m.
three-pointers.
Comets shot a blazing Batter° Memorial vs Murray 745 p.m.
59 percent from the SATURDAY
6 p.m.
field while holding St. ch""Piwehl° game
Mary to 38 percent.
St. Mary led at halftime, 29-28, but a third quarter in
which Carlisle outscored the Vikings 20-10 put the
Comets in control.
Carlisle and Murray haven't faced each other yet this
season. Tip-off is slated for 7:45 p.m. Friday at Graves
County.
MAYFIELD 40, HICKMAN CO.39
A Jared McCuiston three-pointer with 35 seconds
remaining gave Mayfield a 40-39 quarterfinal victory
over Hickman County at the All "A" Classic Wednesday
night.
The Cardinals were able to hold onto victory in what
was a back-and-forth game by stifling two Hickman possessions in the final seconds.
Tony Hockett led the third-seeded Cardinals with 11
points and Mayfield held sixth-seeded Hickman to just
36 percent shooting from the field.
Mayfield held a five-point lead with just over two
minutes remaining in the game, but nearly caved under
Hickman's full-court pressure, turning the ball over three
consecutive times.
With the win, the Cardinals will face two-seed Fulton
games this
CIPy in the other Friday night semfinal. In two
twice,
Bulldogs
the
beaten
has
Mayfield
season.
accounting for Fulton City's only two losses against
Class A competition this season.
Tip-off is at 6 p.m. at Graves County.
GIRLS'SEMIFINALS
.Murray's girls, seeded fourth, square off against No. 1
Ballard Memorial tonight at 7:45 p.m. at Graves County.
The lady Bombers have posted a 12-4 record and
blew past Carlisle County in the opening round of the
tournament. Ballard is rolling with a seven-game win
streak dating back to Dec. 29 and the Royal Crown
Cl4ssic at McLean County.
Murray hasn't faced Ballard yet this season, but the
two are scheduled to square off in Barlow on Feb. II.
Murray advanced to the semifinals with a 58-44 victor? over Hickman County Tuesday night. Second-seeded community Christian will battle St. Mary in the other
semifinal at 6 p.m.

BIG BOYS
WILLIS SPENT SUMMER BALLIN' WITH THE
BY TOMMY DILLARD
PHOTOGRAPHS BY MICHAEL DANN

Dial Up the It's

f Tyrell Willis' imposing figure and intense oncourt
demeanor don't make Calloway County's basketball
opponents a little uneasy, his pedigree is enough to
make even the staunchest First Region frontcourts
wary.
Though the sophomore inside threat suiting up for his first
varsity hoops campaign this season is perhaps more wellknown for his prowess on the football field, he already has
more big-game basketball experience than many high school
seniors.
That's because Willis spent his summer playing in some of
the most well-renowned AAU tournaments in the nation with
his squad, the Ohio Basketball Club, which just So happened
to also feature such sought-after basketball products as Rose
Hill Christian teammates Dakotah Euton and Chad Jackson.
How good was Willis' team?
They spent most of the summer ranked No. 3 in the nation
and finished their campaign with a ridiculous 77-1 record. Lest
you think Willis was just a standby to the success achieved by
Euton, Jackson and others, know that Ohio Basketball Club's
starting center and designated keeper of the boards was none
See WILLIS, 28

12.0
Points per game tAhil,s
averaging this seaSnr,

9.5
Rebounds grabbed by
Mats per game this
season

45.2%
Wile liald'oosi mown-
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20-13
Double-double numbers
Mils put up In
Callowiry's Osoernber
win oar Central Hardin
He corns off its bench
to sox* 20 points and
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CARDINALS 80, BULLS 60
CARLSON AP

Sopth Florida's
Dominique
Jokes (0) goes
up: against the
Lduisvilte
of
defense
Detrick Caracter
(32), Jerry Smith
and
(34)
T irrence
Williams (1) during the second
half Wednesday
in tamp& Fla.
• if

Quality time off the pine
CLARK PACES LOUISVILLES IN
TAMPA. Fla. (AP) — Things were
going so well for Louisville that Terrence
Williams didn't even bother trying to put
the ball in the basket.
Four days after posting his second
triple-double of the season and only the
12th in Big East regular-season history, the
Cardinals' scoring leader paced an 80-60
rout of South Florida with another unselfish
performance.
The junior forward didn't score until

ROUT OF SOUTH

FLORIDA

more than five minutes into the second half said.
"Not only did he have 10 assists, hut he
Wednesday night, but nevertheless helped
even attempt a shot. That's the
didn't
half19-point
a
build
4-2)
(14-5,
Louisville
e thing in today's world of instant
impressiv
six
in
time lead and cruise to its fifth win
gratification. That's an amazing thing for a
games.
out there and say: 'Look, I'm
Williams had 10 assists in the opening guy just to go
s easy shots.' You just
teammate
my
getting
nine
half and finished with seven points,
today. That's why he's such
that
find
don't
assists.
11
and
rebounds
"What I told the guys at halftime is, a terrific player."
Earl Clark came off the bench to score
'Some of you guys think scoring leads to
III See CLARK, 28
Pitino
Rick
coach
Cardinals
greatness,"

Marra

CCMS 8th
grade girls
prevail over
Paducah
Tilghman

l'GA

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415

Staff Report
The
Calloway
County
Middle eighth grade girls' basketball team advanced to 26-1
by

*Woods
tow

the

narrowest of margins
Tuesday night against Paducah
'Tilghman.
The Lady L-ak.ers clung to a
42-39 victory over the Lady
Tornado and were paced by 14point efforts from both Alyssa
Cunningham and Karlee Wilson.
Calloway enjoyed a miniscule lead for most of the game,
going into halftime ahead by a
bucket. 19-17. The Lady Laker,
maintained that lead in the third

went into the fourth
ahead by three, 31-28.

quarter and

Taylor Futrell scored six
points and Cheyenne Maddox
contributed the. Lauren Benson
and Abby

Futrell scored two
points and one point, respective-

Knssy Zabel

Ledger & Times

Murray High swimmer Nathan Watson shows off the butterfly stroke at the Best of the West
swim meet in Bowling Green on Saturday. Watson finished 12th in the 100-yard butterfly.

ly.

MHS girls have good showing at BOW
LADY TIGERS TAKE FOURTH AT BEST OF WEST
SWIM MEET IN BOWLING GREEN
Staff Report

ATI,ANTA (;ETS
WNBA FRANCHISE
ATLANTA (AP) --- Atlanta',
new WNBA team will be called
the Atlanta Dream.
The team. which debuts in
May, also unveiled its logo and
red and sky blue colors on
Wednesday.
Team owner Ron Terwilliger
said it was no coincidence the
.umouncement CaMC so soon alter
the city observed the annual holiday for Martin Luther King Jr.
"Atlanta is" a city ol dreamers
and this week we have had tune
to retlett on what it means to
&cant and what can happen when
you do." Terwilliger said.

•T
.• S

The Murray High swim team
traveled to Bowling Green on
Saturday.. Jan. 19 for the Best of
the West swim meet. The girls'
team had an impressive fourth
place overall finish out of twenty-five teams.
ShaeLea McKinney showed
to he a tough competitor when
she earned a third-place finish in
the 200 and 500 yard freestyle.
Also dominating the water was
Caitlin Williams and Lauren

Erickson.
Williams brought
home a third-place finish in the
100 yard freestyle and fifthplace finish in the 50 freestyle.
Erickson captured a secondplace finish in the 100 yard

place finishes in both the relays.
Swimming for the boys team

Robbie

were Nathan Watson,

Jones. Adam Miller and Jesus
Siqueiros. Siquerios

led

the

boys' team with his ninth-place
finish in the 2()0 yard freestyle.

Western Kentucky rolled

past

From Page 18
18

points

rebounds

and
as

grab

the

eight
Cardinals

bounced back from a 10-point
loss at Seton Hall. USF (10-10,
I-6) has lost six straight — all in
the Big East by double digits —

backstroke and a third place in
the 200 yard individual medley.
The girls' 200 and 400 yard

Watson earned a 12th-place finish in the 1(10 yard butterfly.

free relay team proved to he a
very competitive team when

You can catch the Murray
High swim team in action when

opener against Rutgers.

Caitlin

they travel to Owensboro for the

Padgett scored

Williams.
ShaeLea
McKinney. Lauren Erickson and
Anne Ferguson earned third-

Regional Swim Meet on Feb. I
(prelims) and Feb. 2 (finals).

WKU stops New Orleans to get big league win
NT.kk ORLLANS (Al'l
Courtney Lee scored 19 points.
including three 3-pointers, as

Wednesday s Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Basketball!
Bourbon Co 64, Pendleton Co 54
Breathitt Co 70, Prestonsburg 56
BulIM East 57, Oldham Co 44
Lou Balard 86, Lou DuPont Manual
81
Lou Jelteisontown 64, Lou Moore 58
Woodford Co 72 Western Hats 61
15th Region All "A" Classic
Shelby Valley 64, Betsy Layne 37
14th Region All -A- Classic
Lee Co 72 Jenkins 54p1)
Owsley Co 62 Leslie Co 53
10th Region All "A- Classic
Bishop Brossart 76, Pans 40
St Patrick 78 Augusta 56
9th Region All -A" Classic
Quarterfinal
Newport Central Catholic 58 Newpon
48
St Henry 58 Dayton 25
OM Region All -A" Classic
Carroll Co 67. Willtamstown 56
Walton-Verona 60 Trimble Co 59
5th Region All "A" Classic
Semifinal
Campbellsvolie 64. Green Co 63
Bardstown 58 Cayerna 39
lit Region All "A" Classic
Carlisle Co 67 St Mary 45
Mayfield 40 Hickman Co 39
Kenton County Classic

after

winning

Jerry

its conference

Smith

and

David

12 apiece for
Louisville. which led 45-26 at
the half and used a 10-0 run to
end any threat for a USF comeback after the Bulls trimmed
their deficit to 63-49 with eight
minutes left.
Williams

was

more

than

Dixie Heights 69, Highlands 38
Simon Kenton 80. Conner 55
Toyota Classic
Con Catholic 63. Lou Doss 52
Girls Basketball
Lou DuPont Manual 68, Lou. Ballard
42
Lou Jeflersonlown 53, Lou Moore 47
Lou Mercy 61, Central Hardin 58
South Oldham 42. Lou Eastern 33
Woodford Co 62, Western His 52
14th Region "A" Classic
Jenkins 70. Jackson City 29
Ouaderfinal
Lee Co 64. Wolfe Co 50
Leslie Co 77 Buckhorn 50
11th Region "A" Classic
Semifinal
Len Sayre 44, Berea 33 /
Len Christian 65. Model 13
5th Region "A" Classic
Semifinal
Bardstown 56, Cavema 30
Green Co 71. Campbellsville 47
4th Region "A" Classic
Semifinal
Cumberland 65. MetcaNe Co 52
Monroe Co 52, Russellville 37
Kenton County Classic
Conner 77. Scott 61
Highlands 55. Done Heights 33
Mason Co 84 Les Tales Creek 61
Simon Kenton 61 Bourbon Co 45

five," Pitino said. "We went all
out with three different presses
to try to play 10 vs. five because
that's where we thought we had
an edge."
Once
again,
Kentrell
Gransberry was a virtual oneman show for USF until freshman Dominique Jones got on
track in the second half. The 6foot-9 center scored 14 of his
team's first 18 points and finwith 22 on 10-for- f6
shooting.
ished

Jones scored all 15 of his
points in the second half.
Louisville squandered a 14point second-half lead against
Seton Hall, but USF doesn't
have nearly enough offensive
punch to overcome such a

New Orleans for a 73-55 Sun
Conference
win
on

shot 56.4 percent trom the field
and held the Privateers (14-6, 4-

happy to allow his teammates to
carry the scoring load.

Wednesday.

41 to a 34.7 shooting percentage.
New Orleans was 0-for- 10 from

"They were open. ... I didn't
do anything special. 1 just threw

3-point range compared with 7of-16 for their opponents.

them the ball," Williams said.
"I want to change my role to

Jeremy Evans was 8-of-9
from the floor for 17 points for
the Hilltoppers and led all play-

being the No. 1 playmaker on
this team. Everybody's got different jobs, and my job as a

"That was a really good
bounce-back game for us,"
Pitino said. "We're playing real
good basketball right now. The
correlation is we have good

ers with seven rebounds.

playmaker is to get everybody
else points."

health, and that's a big part. We
have a healthy lineup."

Clark was 6-of-9 from the
floor and scored 14 in the first
half, and the Cardinals methodi-

And a lot more talent than
USF, which dropped to 5-34 in
league play since entering the

cally built their I9-point halftime lead while limiting 46F to

Big East three years ago.
"There's not a whole lot to
say.... We were outplayed," said

Belt

The lid hoppers

Crack cocaine arc iv on the rise in
many rural areas. especially among
young people People %chi, use cocaine
often don't eat or sleep regularly
They can expel-mice increased hcarl
rale. musk spasms, and imin tiisions
CoLairte use an make sou lee!
paiwirsd. :mgr.!, hostile. and anxious.
even when you're not high People svh
,
become addicted to cocaine start to lose
interest in,uher areas ol their life, like
tChisil, friends, and sports

Bo

McCalebb

scored

21

points for New Orleans, while
Kyndall

Dykes added 17.

The Hilltoppers came out
hot. storming to a 22-8 advantage over the first 10-plus minutes of the game. The Privateers
rallied with a 13-4 run to make it
a five-point game with 3:11 left

Gel into the act
Call 1.800.729.66416.
Sc habil espati•ii

to play in the opening half.
Western Kentucky led 32-26
at the break.

Four lime. Thew Future.
hecp Our Kitts Drug free

New Orleans cut the lead to
41-35 with 12:13 to play, but
Western Kentucky connected on

TDD I 51.10 4147 45K9
http://www.beelth.org

four straight shots and hit some
key free throws over the next
3:05 to take a commanding 5238 advantage.
The Hilhoppers led by as
many as 20 in the final two minutes, and McCalebb accounted
for the final score of the ballgame with a layup as the buzzer
sounded.

Calloway County Alliance
tor Substance Abuse Prevention

39 percent shooting and using
superior depth to wear down the
undermanned Bulls.
"We
could

thought

play

these guys
with us, five vs.

deficit.

Stan Heath, USF's first-year
coach. "That's a quality team.
They have so much depth. They
just come at you in waves."

Falcons hire Mike
Smith as head coach
FORMER JAGS D-COORDINATOR USED
TO BE ASSISTANT COACH AT TTU
ATLANTA

(AP) — The
Falcons' new rookie
coach already is sounding like
Atlanta

the veteran who took the team to
its only Super Bowl.
Mike

Smith. the former
Jacksonville defensive coordina-

it every day in practice for four
years. I think he's a great guy for
the job.
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY

Lindy Suite(

tor

hired by the Falcons on
Wednesday night. could have
been reading from former Atlanta

coach Dan

"My goal is to build a welldisciplined, hard-nosed football
team that will be able to run the
football on offense and stop the
run on defense." Smith said.
"I've always believed that's what
makes championship teams.Reeves used that formula to
take the Falcons to the NFC
championship in 1998. Reeves'
successor. Jim
Mora, also
stressed the run in his three years.
Then came Bobby Petritio, who

Floor & Foundation
Problems Can Be Solved

g‘TREE
INSPECTION
1-800-448-4665
753-6433

Our Home Office

939 St. Rt. 121N.• Murray. KY

lasted only.. 13 games.
In announcing his first hire as
general
Thomas
manager.
Dimitroff said Smith "possesses

key qualities we were
looking for in a head coach."
Dimitroff said the 48-year-old

all of the

Smith, a 26-year coaching veterthe Jaguars' defensive

an and

coordinator since 2003, "has
strong experience with winning
teams, a track record of success,
a solid, smart approach to the
game, and high character and
mtegnty."
Smith had his second interview with the Fakons on Enday.
Falcons quarterback Byron
Leftwich. who was with Smith in
Jacksonville for four years.
applauded
"I've

c4,141111 608 Maos St • 753 5.542

Reeves' script.

the hire.

played against his
defense more than anybody in
the world." Leftwich said. "I did

TODAY
EXTREME SPORTS
8 p.m.
ESPN — Winter X Games at Aspen
Coto
12 a.m.
ESPN2 — Wont., X Games at Aspen,
Cob Idelayed tape)
GOLF
9:30 am.
TGC — European PGA Tour Oster
Masters first round at Doha Qatar
(same-day tape)
2 p.m.
TGc — PGA Tour, Buick Invitational.
hest round at La Joie, Calif
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
8 p.m.
ESPN — Duke at Vegan's Tech
ESPN2 — Salon Hall at Providence
p.m.
ESPN2 — Michigan St at
Northwestern
9:30 pm.
FSN — UCLA at Oregon
MBA BASKETBALL
7:15 p.m.
TNT — San Arecireo it Mien*
9:30 p.m.
TNT — New Jersey at Golden State
TENNIS
2 pie.
ESPN2— Australian Open men's
temillnel. at Melbourne Australia
(.me-day Lepel
2:30 a.m.
ESPN2 — Australian Open men s
samilinW. at Melbourne Australia

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Spm
WS 1140 AM - Tennessee Tech
women at Murray Stele
7 p.m.
WFGE 103 7 VVNBS 1340 AM
Tenneeses Tech men at Murray Slate
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'GA GOLF

Tiger only thinking about Buick
Ng

rd
47

.
.THOUGHTS
ON U.S. OPEN WILL COME LATER
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Tiger
Woods had already hit a 3-wood
toward the sixth green when his
caddie began taking measured
steps in the right rough as if
looking for a lost ball. Instead he
was searching for a sprinkler
that used to be easy to find.
"It was in the fairway last
year," Steve Williams said.
That was one sign that the
fairways already are becoming
more narrow on the South
Course at Torrey Pines. And
when Woods, Phil Mickelson
and the world's best return in
, four months, those fairways
might resemble bowling alleys.
The
Buick
Invitational
begins Thursday, the '08 debut
for Woods and Mickelson.
In the back of their minds is
the U.S. Open, which comes to

this public course on the cliffs of
the Pacific Ocean for the first
time.
The course might not look
the same, except for the routing
of the holes, the refurbished
lodge, and the unending views
of the ocean. The U.S. Open
already has built two new tees,
on the par-5 13th and par-3 16th,
that will not be used this week.
The greens figure to be much
firmer and faster. The splotchy
rough will be uniformly thick.
Woods won the Buick
Invitational last year at 15-under
273.
Chances are, no one will be
under par in June.
"I actually think that if the
conditions stayed the same at
Torrey Pines as any other golf
course, I think Torrey Pines is

the hardest golf course in the this week.
country," Mickelson said.
Whether that matters is up for
"Because it's 7,600 yards at sea debate.
level, with no bailout on any
Some believe the more you
hole, bunkers are left and right, see a golf course, the more compins are tucked and there's no fortable you get with the intricaletup."
cies. Then again, the Torrey
The Buick Invitational was Pines played this week for a regexpecting a stronger field than it ular PGA Tour event might not
got because of the U.S. Open.
resemble the course used in the
Sergio Garcia and Adam U.S. Open.
Scott were among those who
'They'll miss out on some of
chose not to return this year, the nuances of the course that
instead playing the Qatar they might have seen had they
Masters in the Middle East. played," Mickelson said. "But
Henrik Stenson got in his prac- they'll have to make up for that.
tice round last month,signing up They'll come out early before
as a twosome and getting paired the U.S. Open and get a number
with a couple that only recently of practice rounds so that they
learned how to play.
find out or know what to expect
The result was II of the top on the greens."
30 in the world, while 10 of the
Woods figures he has seen
top 30 are on the European Tour just about every condition.
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From Page 1B
other than Calloway County's own.
While Willis didn't even register on the national recruiting radar at the beginning of the summer,
he had managed to turn some heads by the time
things were all said and done.
•
The Cats' Pause, a Kentucky athletics publication, quoted Willis' AAU coach, Kyle Tackett, as
calling Willis one of the best athletes he's ever
coached. That list includes Euton, Jackson and* a
host of other prep basketball standouts.
"He is the best rebounder I've ever coached."
Tackett said in The Cats' Pause. "And you should
See him on the football field."
• • Willis called the summer one of the best experiences of his life and he hopes his improved game
help lead a young Calloway County squad to
the region tournament and beyond in head coach
Bruce Lane's first season.
Willis formed a particularly close bond with
Euton, who has verbally committed to play basketball for Kentucky.
"Dakotah made me," Willis said. "He taught
me how to shoot. I stayed with Dakotah and his
family half the summer, so me and Dakotah and
Chad (Jackson), that's all we did. We went to the
gym and worked on foot movement and Dakotah
would shoot at least 500 shots a day and make
• about 300-plus of them.
"It was one of my best experiences. 1 loved it."
While Willis will never be mistaken for a pure
shooter, he earned his time in AAU ball and now
With Lane's Laker team because of his uncanny
ability to rebound the basketball.
It's an ability founded on an instinct Lane says
is unte.achable.
"He knows that's where he's going to make a
lot of his living, so to speak," Lane said. "He's just
got an instinct as to where the ball comes off and
that's what a lot of guys don't have."
• Tackett was able to get Willis to buy into a
chief role as rebounder this summer, and Lane
hopes he can do the same at Calloway.
On a team that is otherwise young, small and
inexperienced, Lane knows he has the scorers he
needs in Willis' football teammate George Garner
and three-point threat Austin Lilly, among others.
But Lane also knows much of his team's success
may hinge on his ability to tap into Willis' vast
potential as a monster in the post.
"Tyrell's not a great scorer or great shooter or
anything, but when he's in the game, he just makes
things happen on the boards," Lane said. "I think
he pretty well took his role with that(AAU)team
to heart. His coach wanted him to rebound and
crash the boards because they had a lot of other
people to score.
"If he'll take on that role with us, he'll be the
best rebounder to ever play here, or second-best to
Wells (1970s star who grabbed 1,200
;lames
f•
f &bounds)."
For his part. Willis says he is prepared to take
On that role and has put rebounding at the forefront
:cif his game.
AAU, I wasn't really known as anybody,"
4
:he said. "But then we got to Nationals and I was
known as the one to keep off the boards and that's
something they couldn't do.
"Rebounding's what I do. I'd rather have 15

LENNY IGNELZI / AP

Tiger Woods pulls a club from his bag as his caddie Steve
Williams, center, and coach Hank Haney stand by while playing the ninth hole of the North Course at Torrey Pines
Tuesday.

IUPUI's Hunter will coach
barefoot to raise awareness for
shoeless children in Africa

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & limes

Tyrrell Willis launches a shot over two Lone
Oak defenders in a December game at
Jeffrey Gymnasium. Only a sophomore, Willis
has become a force in the paint for the Lakers
this season,
rebounds than 28 points. If 1 don't get double digits in rebounding, I'm going to be mad. I'm not
like most everyone else about points.
Rebounding's what I do and if I'm not rebounding, I feel like I'm having a bad game."
Both Willis and Lane say his game is much '
improved from a summer of knocking elbows with
some of the nation's best sophomores. Though
only a tenth-grader, he'll be expected to take on a
leadership role for a Laker team that doesn't dress
a single senior.
And with Calloway's football season lasting
well into mid-November, the Lakers' host of twosport athletes, Willis included, had some catching
up to do when the weather started getting colder.
But none of that seems to hold too much weight
with Willis. He's been around basketball enough
to know that the game is more about heart than
anything else.
"(This summer) I played with a lot of great
players." he said. "Some of them were bigger and
better than me, but I stood my ground and I did
what I do best, and that's rebound. That's the thing
I got known for. They called me 'Wild Thing'
because I took care of business. I was wild, and
that's how we've got to play this year. We've got
to play wild.
"I try to tell our players in practice, 'I'm gonna
go hard and I'm not fouling you because I want to
foul you. I'm fouling you because I'm gonna
make you better and I'm gonna make you
stronger.-

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
For once, Ron Hunter won't be
able to kick.
Hunter will coach barefoot in
IUPUI's game against Oakland
University on Thursday to raise
awareness for needy children.
His goal is to send 40,000 pairs
of shoes to Africa in honor of the
40th anniversary of the death of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
"If a five- or six-year-old kid
can walk around their entire life
with no shoes on, then surely, in
a warm climate, in a basketball
environment, I can do it," he
said. 'They may not hear my
stomps like they usually do."
Hunter is working through a
Charlotte, N.C. charitable
organization called Samaritan's
Feet, which was founded four
years ago by Emmanuel
"Manny" Ohonme.
A native of Nigeria. Ohonme
received his first pair of shoes at
the age of 9 from an American
missionary. He eventually
earned a scholarship to play basketball at the University of
North Dakota-Lake Region.
Samaritan's Feet wants to
send 10 million pairs of shoes to
children around the world in 10
years.
Hunter said he learned about
Samaritan's Feet after a mutual
friend gave his number to
Ohonme. Samaritan's Feet came
up with the idea for Hunter to go
without shoes.
-They told me the idea, and
at first I kind of laughed,
because I thought surely they
were joking about that," he said.
"But they weren't."
Then. Hunter remembered a
recruiting trip to Lagos, Nigeria,
four years ago, where he saw
examples of extreme poverty
That, the call from Ohonme and
prayer were enough to persuade
him to go shoeless for a night.
Hunter told his team about
the mission, and it moved freshman Christian Siakam, who is
from Cameroon.
"He said a lot of college athletes, when they get their free
pair of shoes, they take those
things for granted. There's so
many kids, including people in

his family, that don't have shoes.
It's hitting home with him,"
Hunter said.
"I knew we were doing the
right thing when I saw the look
on his face."
Those attending the game
have also been asked to go barefoot, and Hunter said many
IUPUI students said they would.
Hunter said he has accumulated more than 30,000 pairs of
shoes. Many of them have been
shipped directly to North
Carolina, but the mission has
turned his office into a warehouse.
"My office is filled with
nothing but shoes right now," he
said.
The collection includes a surprise donation he discovered
after practice Tuesday.
"There were 20 bags of new
shoes sitting there with a note
that said 'Coach, hope this
helps,— Hunter said. "I have no
idea who brought those over."

I;

DARON CUMMINGS r AP

By the time Ron Hunter steps
foot on the sideline tonight he
already will have made a difference in the lives of thousands of African children.
Hunter plans to coach barefoot in IUPUI's game against
Oakland
University
on
Thursday to raise awareness
for needy children.
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Overview of Duties

5,/woov 70.4-v iosec

Drive and operate. hydraulic refuse truck
Assist in the manual removal of garbage.
MUST HAVE A CDL LICENSE! Heavy
lifting is a requirement for this job.

I iepartment:

Sanitation Division

Salary Range:

Minimum $10.55 per hour (depending on
experience) with full benefits.

CRIMIN \I 1/111 Vs1
DIVORCI t I `.11 lID
Pitt

(no more than 25 words)

03/01/08 to 12/20/08
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BP Truck Stop us
acoepting artilscabons
for experienced deli
personnel FT A PT
Positions
available
Above average starting
Pay web people who
are honest and reliable
and elite to deal with
the pubeC in a tnendly
courteous
manner
Please apply in person
BP Truck Stop
2185 US Hwy 64IN
Murray. KY 42071
EOE
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HE Murray Leojet
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
unaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Afthough
persons and compa
noes mentioned hmein
are believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsesii-

CADIZ Real Estate
ctasses begin
February 1st at Super
8 motel (270)2230789
deloiseadams0yah(K
corn

KimbrO Farms, LLC - Murray, KY
#0347237
58.65/hr. 75°o of total contract hours
guaranteed Work tools. supplies &
equip provided at no Cost Free housing
to waters outside local commuting area.
Transportation & subsistence expenses
provided to non-resident workers at 500_n
of contract Completion Contact local Job

Service Office

GLENDI INC.
Murray. KY
lakiatimalicalim191;
• Full/Pan tune dm,ers with a Class A C1)1
• Must have a good driving record,

23 yrs of age and 2 years expenens.c
• Earn up to 41pm
• Good home time
• Paid flolidajs/Vacations
• Health Ins and Retirement Plan

Please call 270-759-5540
Monday thru Friday
9AM-4PM
Also. needing Owner Operano.

Arbor Place of Livingston
has the following opening
HELP Wai iu. ; riirunq
Potts days and nights
Weekends a must
Apply m person after
1 00 PM Ouirno s
1203 Chestnut Street

Check us out
on the Web!

RN - Administrator
42 bed Personal Cars Honse located in Smithienct ,
Must be licensed as Repstered Nurse in state el sr
Hemet Insurance Dental. Veen and UN Insurance
Everwinced in Long Terns Care a plus
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Prefer CNA or CMA, but will train Yre are
looking for someone who einoys working
with the elderly Good working conditions,
pleasant atmosphere Apish in person at Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View DT Lot
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CLAYTON Homes of
Camden seeks quaisfled and moevated individual tor retail sales
Wk.potential income
possible Greet benefits Sales reverence
towered
731-584-9429
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(no more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 words)
$13 more for a double spot

City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance, life

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS
NEEDED

I
753-1752
\s„ p

:

PICTURES - $12 EACH

LOVELINE - $10 EACH

Deadline for accepting applications is
5:00 p.m. Wednesday, January 30, 2007.
Drug screening will be required of successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT.

position are available at the City Clerk's office located in City
Ilan at 104 N. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have
questions concerning this position, please contact the Personnel
Office at 270-762-0330 ext. 103. Applications can be obtained online at www.murrayky.goy and then mailed to 104 N. 5th Street,
Murray, KY 42071.

STEVE VIDMER

I•

c

- At
Horn
homes
siding,
windo
Guara
No p
month
payme
B00-2

insurance, state retirement plan, wellness plan, sick, vacation

ut

(lelle1.111 P1.131133' ,1I

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

Ng SWIM

and personal days.

Mail it •

\ )
'3

$815 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• 3.35 extra for Smart Saver Non Classifieds go into Smart Saver/

Joh applications and full Job descriptions for the above listed

I'beck

DEADLINES

I I•3

S8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
I All 1 Ads Must Run Within 0 Day Period )
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide/

The City of Murray has the following job opportunity:
Equipment Operator III

1•101K

I '

111.3,19 %3

POSITION:

020

*

Nue ENO*
UN Propose
Lees Fcr Saks
Leas F. Reel
Farms For Selo
Amis.,
Noires For Sae
likeercyclse 6 ATV•
Nilo Pere
Spoil Veal Venice"
Used Caro
Nes
Peel Trucks
Cerepen
Some 6 Molos•
Sens. Offer.,
Fs. Cohann
totiecco 6 Supplies

NOTICE

.1 Richard Lee III t i
...d like to thank all 01 our
. 4;libors 4nd tamih members
• , r Ihn• e.onderful acts of kindness
hown Iii our family dunng the illness
and death of RI Your prayers. donaii,ins tit food and money, and the beau' till flowers will always be graciously
, membered
tce would like hi say a special thanks
to 1ff Churchill Funeral }tome. the
pallbearers, Pr Harris' office and staff.,
i., well as the Murray-(. alloway
,eentv Hospital for your wonderful
. rsices and acts of kindness durin
''.is time in R.I. 's life
Sok trill/
A4artha 1)ou•Ju ,'• Londe
I tur5,1%

.o.
•

#4).... CLASSIFIED AD RATES
430
436
440
446
400
446
440
410
440
456
440
466

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
060

c

Fenn Eawyelimil
leery Equipment
Sports Earepresel
Friersoa0
Slue..
Nob. Moms Lob Foe See
WOW Som.For Saks
Wale Howse For As.
Wade Hoses Lots For Seal
Ilusseess Ilseels
auersimuo for MeW
Room For Reel
Houses For Assa
540r446..005
Conwesscal Property
P•t• II Suppe.

periNet

Murray Ledeper UMW
PO Ilea 1•4Il
Murray. KY OM I
sir ,ell utlOi 753-till

were* Mew call
I -S0*-2/15- 77
est. 701
•

DLSCLAIMER
When all cssing the
"help %anted' section
on Insr lassifieds
*chrugc 30
rnurraylcdecr corn
you swill he irides-sled
to slhectwort som
By default
Murray and local pit
heap will appear on
this whale
However. a. a National
eft-MvIc. are all hauls
on the 'ohne/work corn
en p0)ntt through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if yam have say
questions regarding
the Murray area
ph hoop Mad you

headline for receipt
of photos fr love
lines is Friday,
February 8 at 517M.

Mail information, payment, and sender's name and phone number to
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 or come by the office at 1001 Whitnell Ave, Murray
between 7:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Contact Jill or Julie at (270)753-1916for more information.
060
Nee Wanted

DO you love working
wets kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust 1110 place
tor you' Full time arid
part time positions

twosome.
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th Si
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
DRIVER with Class A
CDL to pull mobile
homes 270-293-1837
FULL & pail time post.
loons now available at
Subway Apply in per.
Son No phone calls
please
MAINTENANCE
pommel, 10-hours per
week. at University
Heights Apts 1734
Campbell St Murray
KY (270)759-2282
MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work No selling
Immediate full time
positions Work
Monday-Friday $7$16 per-hour Paid
weekly Call 762-9900
HELP WANTED
for Murray'
Mayfield area
businesses'
No overland/
'
,ecessary will train
,r site Pa, from
Sz".... S.500 weekly
A 'IC ecrease possible
after 90 days
tnceneve program

available.

Call
Mon„ Feb. 4.00
270-753-2700 AM
270-436-5817 PM
NEED full-time help
Start enriereNsisiy. No

experience necessary
wra tram Hourly plus
bonuses
Sognenseters
8503 US Hwy 68E.
Faireleellne

NEW PAY SCALE!!!
Eintetaven of Benton a
currently
accepting
applications for the following pceitione: Fultine LPN. We also
offer an excellere benefit poduage Musl be
licensed vs the State of
Kentucky
Apply in
P515005 at Beethoven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

Our Littlest Valentine,
Noah Stations.
appy Valentine's Day!

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone emits.
OTR rimers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MYR.(800)468-6087
RESIDENT
ASSISTANT
Must provide direct
supervision and assistance to residents of a
group home for the
mentally
ill
Other
responsibilities include
providing monitoring
and maintaining facility
Behavioral
Health
Initiatives is now hiring
for part time positions
at our Puryear facility
Applicants must possess the ability to
relate well with residents and staff
High school diploma or
equivalent and valid
Driver's License is
required
13H1 is an Equal
Opportunity Employer
Please send resume
to
Behavioral Health
Inniatrves
36C Sandstone Circle
Jackson, IN 38305
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency We provide a
wide range of products One of Nation's
largest
companies
Insurance expenence
helpful
but
not
required Treirwig wilt
be provided if necessary. Send resume to:
P.O Box 1040-R,
Murray, KY 42071
SEEKING someone to
MIAMI an individual
with community actinties. Must be relates,

energetic. motivated to
go
places.
Send
resume to: S. Floyd:
425
Broadway,
Paducah. KY 42001.

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
LOOKING to welch
3 kids in my home
Monday-Fridey
227-5467
NEED your home
cleaned?
Ref if needed
759-9031
978-6554

150
Articles
For Sale
OPENING with in
home daycare. $430
weekly. $20 daily.
Discount on multiple
children.
Audubon
accepted. Call to find
out about the fun activities and learning experience your precious
one can be a part of.
Call 753-7031 or
293-5212

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray

SCRAP
CARS
1,1

%tau rails

Oceenview
Timeshare week tor
rent:
Tye*, Island, GA.
4/5-4/12-or-4/12-4/19,
$950-week.
(270)659-1092
OFIECK Vacuum
cleaners. bags & bells
Jerry's Sporting
Goods. Mayfield
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVFI or HO
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into.
759-0901 or toll tree.
877-455-0901

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCE,
.
WARD Ell(11•1•3

(270) 753-1713

';';',011

Inuleiesal
SMALL camper. smuts
axle, good shape
753-3128
WASTE oll wanted.
Will pock up used motor
oil/hydraulic
fluid
Drum exchange Mater
D Farms
270-436-2215

2T functional TV with
remote. $60. Black
Sauder entertainment
center, $20. Take both
for $70. You haul.
Leave message at
293-3101
4-YEAR old Kitchenaid sodetry-erde 25cube ft., indoor wider
& see. $1,150. Nice
Crserry wood office
desk we drawers
Lateral 2-denwer tIle
cabinet $350/toth.
753-9506
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions.
Flat screen NM* .1
LCD* ROW Projection
also LO. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of seitertainment oysters & TV carts
Eltieskay Antenna &
Sooting 759-0901

MOTORCYCLE
helmets, iackets,
saddlebags Jerry's
Sporbng Goods.
Mayfield

FIREWOOD for sate
pock-up or delivery
Can for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424
WHITE oak firewood.
$50. 270-227-9042

• OWNER
FINANCE*"
No Credit Check! 38R
2 bath doublesvide in
Puryear. Only 4 years
Large
old.
deck.
$3.500 down, $495
month. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222
"'OWNER
FINANCE"'
No
Credit
Check'
Completely
redone.
2BR 1BA singlewide,
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
Primrose,
New
Concord.
$2,900
down. $450 month.
Call 753-2222.
"OWNER
Financing"
2005 24x56, 3E1R.
2BA, $4,950 down
$649.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011

OWNER
FINANCE***
No credit check' 2003
31314 25A doublewide
in Puryest Uirges deck.
$3,500 down, $495
monthly. Call Puttee
270-753-2222
UOUIDAT1014 Sete
Al 2006 Hones Must
Got

Uttliellevale INN&
Only 4 left. Save
Thousendsti Cal now
731-504-9429.

•Hea
Oper
SUR
Train
Em
Assi
if yo
28
ww
AME
ECU
ING
•Pa
bas
nes
$1
Flex
pro
req
*Su
(Le
a
Re
sat
st
De
wit
Ex
Se
ins

2000 Fairmont 16x80.
Vinyl siding, shingle
roof, 2x6 walls. Amish
built, nice.
270-489-2525.
2006 16)(88 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft. front
porch and fonck Nailfte
Shirting 26R, IBA
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment.
$308 monthly.
1-800-455-3001
'97 16x80. Includes
12x20 deck, 200 amp
service, like new appliances. 753-3532 or
293-8140
MOBILE home and lot,
East of Murray.
Call: 270-293-7553 or
615-449-5904

.2BR $225
3BR $.275
753-6012
313R, 2 bath 5 miles
north
of
Murray.
(270)752-0461

-"OWNER
FINANCING••••
16x80 38R. 2 Bath, on
3.5 acres. Pans
$3,960 down. $545
month 752-0729
Bonnie Byerty Broker

•Coor
Progr
High
Progr
slash
ESL
Dave
term
natio
333LCE

I Bedroom Apartment,
clean and nice, all
appliances including
W/D,
no
pets
(270)436-5496
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200rmo.
753-4109
162 BR apts, 1-yeer
lease 1BR $350.00.
29R S475.00. Cal
Hamlet North A.S.
753-7559
1BR
furnished
or
unfurnished. low 01S
ties, no Mese required.
no pets. S25(Ymo.
270-753-3949

1
44

1
1

$
1

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & limes

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
One order, One check,
One smart move! Save
time and money by
making one call to
place a 25-word classified in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250 For more information, contact the
classified department
of this newspaper or
call KPS 1-502-2238821
BUILDINGS

INSTRUCTIONAL
*Attend College Online
from home. Medical,
paralegal,
business,
computers, cnminal justice. Job placement
assistance_ Financial
aid and computer provided it qualified. Call
866 - 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
www.onlinetidewatertech.com

•Cinver- $5K Sign-On
bonus for expenenced
teams: Dry Van &
Control. Solo tobs ciJs.
available. Regional &
OTR. 0/0s & CDL-A
Grads welcome Call
Covenant (866)6842519. EOE.

Thursday, January 24, 2008 • 58

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORA
*All Size Units
Available
„
'Now Have
Climate Control

Let us build your new home!
2,250 sq.ft. living, 3BR, 2.5BA,
2 living rooms. $175,000.00 on your lot.
$199,000.00 on our lot in Riverfield Estates.

NADEAU'S
Construction
'Flooring *Decks
*Vinyl siding *All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured

M
LAWN. stfit I
iiciwing, Mann unfit;
landscaping a.
teat Vaiuuming
Salssiattion guarantra.,1
753-1816 227-0611

DAVIS Handyworks
Small home repairs,
Guaranteed
•Driver:
garages, siding, winSince 1986
Home lime, Company
Call Matt Jennings. 270-293-7872
dows and doors, roofa
survic
Nowt
24
e
availpurchas
Of lease
ing. No job too small
Ind
&
Corn.,
Res.,
MEDICAL
able, BC/BS, CDL-A
(270)227-9484.
Licensed & Insured
*Absolutely No cost to and 3 months expenAll Jobs - big or small
you!! All brand new ence required. 800DNJ HANDYMAN
For Rent
wheelchairs, 441-4271 ext. KY-100
power
We do all the odd jobs
-Steel Buildings- Save
e.
'06 Yamaha Wolverin
and
beds
you don't have time
hospital
2 story 38R 28A, 1
TOBACCO ground
NOW LEASING
436-2867 Lamb's
thousands on 4 canGood condition, hardly
Knight
for
office, 2 car garage,
scooters. Immediate •Driverapprox. 8 acres, highly
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Tree
onal
Professi
celed orders. Year End
ridden. $4,300 OBO.
Painting, siding, roofs,
2,400 sq.ft.
productive land, water
delivery. Call toil free 1- Transportation We accept Section
tree
e
Complet
Service.
16x22,
Clearance!
for
757-289-7069, ask
decks.
4,000 total. Landon
available, 32x52 barn
888-998-4111 to qualify_ Indianapolis Division8 vouchers
removal, gutter
25x32, 35x46. First
Luke
293-5438
Hills Subdivision.
close by. May be
4froonths OTR required.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
etc
,
hauling,
ESTATE
cleaning
REAL
Call
come, First served!
(270)210-3781,
leased also.
902 Northwood Dr
NO gimmicks, Just
FUTRELL'S Tree
Insured.
•Log Cabin & I acre
Today! 866-352-0716
(270)559-2032.
(270)489-2116
Monday,
goals. 2500 ,miles/
Service
Ado Pets
with FREE
436-5141 A-AFFORDaccess
lake
Wednesday, Friday
BUSINESS
week. Weekly home
removal,
3BR 2BA brick home
Hauling. Clean Trimming,
ABLE
only $69,900:
slips
Boat
Phone 759-4984
SERVICES
time. Med/ Vision/
with 1494 sq. ft. 4 miles
out garages, gutters, stump grinding, fireOwn the dream! New
Equal Housing
Dental. 888-346-4639.
wood. Insured.
north of Murray just off
•Attention
junk & tree work.
2,128 st log cabin packOpportunity
Owner ops: 800-437489-2839
New HVAC in '04
Fair
641.
dr
Times
Ledger
Murray
Homeowners: Display
ular
A-1 Stump Removal
age at spectac
inch
16
15
14.
6
648-605
TDD
#1-800ghtwww.kni
Noosing Act Notice
5907.
and new roof on '06.
homes wanted for vinyl
Fully insured
160,000 acre recreStarting at S20
II xi i'c
VsTF.
trans.com
All real estate advertised herein
Finished out 24X30
siding,
replacement
437-3044.
ational lake! Paved
ii subpect to the Federal Fair
d
rage
mounte
shop/ga
d
detache
\r
\\ \GI
roots.
,
windows
Nauss For Runt
Housing Act which makes it
MAN
road, u./g utilities, excel- *Drivers CALL TODAY!
HANDY
AAA
with industnal lighting
illegal to advertise ant preferGuaranteed financing! lent financing. Call now
y
carpentr
of
pickups
types
• weekly & special
All
Bonus & Paid orientaence limitation or diScnmmaand multiple outlets
No payments for 6
2, 3 & 4BR houses
11. 411 bd,ed on fife, coaor,
additions, decks
1-800-704-3154 x1715 tion. 36-43cpm. Earn
• locally owned/operated
with additional 220
vt'l, handicap, familial stadeposit
&
months. Low monthly
Lease
junk.
up
Hauling, clean
only over $1000 weekly.
CABIN
•LOG
tus or natiortal origin, or intenplug. Shop also has
759-1151 • 293-2783
Csri
Used
. 753-4109
required
payments. Call Now! 1Garage, yards,
tion to make arms such prefer. door at each end for
benefits
$69,900. Lake Access Excellent
293-2784
or
discriminalimitahons"
tIltref,
-0843.
800-251
buildings
with FREE Boat slips. Class-A and 3 mos 3/2 bnck ranch on
good air flow. House
tion.
5'
r
B Allis Chambe
Prompt dependable
Melrose. City utilities
FOR SALE
Own the dream! New recent OTR required
sits on .95 acres with
stair law, Forbid disk riminatwir
liamiltnn Granite
belly mower,
Free estimates
sik atritt, .tr adirrrltnh
and schools. All elec2,128 sf log cabin pack- 800-635-8669
two family farms sur*Sawmills from only
4x4 V6.
In
S-10
nce
tailors
'98
bawd
experie
real
,state
Marble
yrs
35
tric, 2 car garage.
rounding property line,
age at spectacular
$2,990- Convert your
a.:.iltion to those protected
xtra cab.
Anytime 753-9210
•Drivers- CDL-A. The
1/4 '02 S-10
fenced yard.
Rt 121N.
within
Large
rs
St.
law
3301
neighbo
Federal
Li.ider
no
acre
recre160,000
lumber
to
valuable
logs
'99 Malibu. 1 owner,
grass is greener at PTL.
ANNETTE
New
mile to either side.
753-8087
Y1e will knowingiv accept any
ational lake! Paved
with your own Norwood
5
978-565
noce.
Co. Dnvers earn up to
Tax
Schroader's
advertising int real estate whidt
central HVAC system,
Priced at $124,000.
portable band sawmill. road, u/g utilities, excel- 46cpm.
Is not in valabon of tlw law All
Owner
Service new hours will
annual lease. Ray
Please call
\ tit, It, • :.t 1
2004 Ford
are hereby informed
lent financing. Call now
,oll•
Log skidders also availearn
Operators
be 9AM-5PM, Monday270-767-0615
that all dwellings advertised are
270-978-1074 or 270Thunderbird convert1-800-704-354 x1715
able. www.norwoodina‘allatie on an equal °wartyExcellent
1.21cpm.
Friday. Limited amount
759-9044.
ible with hard top,
3BR 1BA 306 S. 15th,
nay basis
dustri e s.co m/500 A
SPORT1NG/SPORTof new clients will be
training program. 22
miles. One
15,xxx
red,
le.
.
negotiab
$490/mo
Newly
Fair
with
bnck.
800FREE Information:
3BR 2BA
For turther aswstance
ING GOODS
taken. 270-753-2498.
years of age, 12 mos
new at
Housing Adtertising requireNo pets. 759-4826
stove, owner, bought
decorated,
578-1363- Ext. 500-A.
forced
*CHERRY BLOSSOM OTR.
No
ments. contact NAA Counsel
.
Ford.
$25,000
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Parker
Large
refrigerator.
Rent P Milam,17031E48-1(100
GOLF/COUNTRY Northeast! Co. Drivers
3BR 2BA, all appliHELP WANTED
SERVICE & PARTS
753-1566, 227-1391.
d &
backyar
in
fenced
CLUB, Georgetown. call:
800-848-0405. ances. C/H/A, in Hazel,
(270) 293-8726 OR
•Coordinate Exchange
storage. Large trees. 2000 Chrysler Cirrus
references,
Voted #1 public access 0.0perators call: 877- $525,
759-5534
Program! International
off
9th,
S.
822
227-5b44
miles,
LX,. 71,xxx
by 774-3533.
deposit, no pets. 270course
WWW ptlgolf
Chuck Van Buren
0.•1.1t•isi •
High School Exchange
.
Glendale
loaded, white car with
e. inc.com
753-1059
Magazin
k
GolfWee
BACKHOE &
Program seeks enthublue leather interior,
INETAL OP
WANT to know the
Join us for your next
TRUCKING
joins
farm:
siastic coordinators and
Also,
Immediate 4BR 2BA, $675 per
•Drivers
8.
752-117
Call
MURRAY
$3,450.
home,
your
of
Call
value
round or outing.
HILL.
ROY
Farm,
deposit.
ors.
plus
Hills
e
instruct
month
Cheroke
ESL
openings for regional &
r continuous Gutters,
farm, or commercial
gravel,
-9849.
system,
502-570
Septic
.
6.
Concord
New
Lincoln
752-045
Call
short2000
121S,
Develop exciting
OTR dnvers! CDL-A w/
garage Door Service &
property on today's
white rock
10mi. from KY Lake. Continental, 80,doc
TRAVEL
term programs for interrequired. 501 South 6th. 3 bedtanker
Repair
market?
3
436-211
miles, good tires.
Lots of deer, turkey,
national students. 800- •DESTIN, FORT WAL- Premium pay & beneMansfield
Greg
bath;
1
Chew
Need help with that
room
Track
&
work
Dozer
good building spots. 56,000. 436-5747
333-3802 Ext. 238; TON BEACH, SOUTH fits. Call 877-484-3061
80
dish293-84
(270)
purchasing or selling
washer/dryer;
hoe
before noon
J.D. Williams 753LCEd asse.com
PANAMA or visit us at WWIN. oakWALTON,
washer; refrigerator; decision? Give us a
3
BEECHER'S
753-444
E1406,
living/dining
CITY & PORT ST JOE, leytransport.com
call! Professional relistove;
Equipment
•Heavy
1998 Dodge Stratus.
NEED HELP?
Handyman Service
rooms; bonus room; able service.
FLORIDA. Best selecTraining.
4dr, 94K, excellent
ATTENTION
Operator
Handyman Services.
Odd lobs. Free estiDrivers•Flatbed
&
l
hardAppraisa
owners
porch;
,
power
d
Damell
Full
rs/Home
cottages
screene
n.
of
beach
y
Investo
tion
conditio
SURPLUS Kentuck
All remodeling.
mates.(270)762-0910
pay +
Competitive
Matt
Consulting,
wood floors. 270-761- Live in one side and
and air. Asking $2,500.
money. homes & condos. OnNo job too small.
Training
Bonuses. Consistent
TER
gs:
COMPU
nin
DIXON
Jen
side
1317
let the other
(270)437-4062.
Free estimates.
Reservations.
Employment line
home time, great beneowner/appraiser 270assist in paying your
CONNECTION
(731)247-3001
www.SouthernResorts.
Assistance. Call to see
fits. Accepting recent
753-9999.
mortgage. One side
(731)363-3511
corn 800.737.2322
if you quality. 1-866grads. 23 YO, lyr. OTR,
Used Trucks
leased- the other side
ss
2 8 0 - 5 8 3 6
TRUCK DRIVERS
Smithway
NNI R1 114 )1 NI
CDL-A.
TRENCHING
for you- For info
www.amhet.com
HELP WANTED
Motor Xpress. 888-619A&F Warehousing
731-782-3951
2711-227-1087
Donna 227 2568
\ IIN Location',
97 Dodge 2500 4x4
HEAVY
AMERICAN
Driving 7607. www.smxc.com
•I MICUIC114:1.
731-336-5288
Truck
Near MSU 520-50
#1
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Cummins diesel, club
t.
Ctmtli
ii
EQUIPMENT TRAIN753-7668
Jobs Realtors or
School. Training for
Tree
cab. hvb, 5-speed
YEARRY'S
Flatbed
•Regional
Sr 5555,51(011'.
ING
I 616ChrisOLorettaJo
Swift, Werner & Others. Drivers:
manual transmission,
Service. Free estiat
Start
el
homebs.Com
•Part-time.
KEY MINI
p-windows, p-locks, pDedicated' Regional/ $.40/mile +tarp pay!!!
mates. Phone
270-761-11I 1
based Internet busisteering, cruise & tilt,
Local. Approx. $50,000- Earn $50,000 PLUS 6%
436-2562, 227-0267
ES
HOUS
BRICK 38FV28A new
WARE
$500Earn
195k, looks good, runs
ness.
$70,000 yearly. Home Bonus! Home every
furnace water heater,
$9,500. 436$1000/ month or more.
1-800-883Weekly!
sewer line, ceramic, great.
1850 St Rt. 121S
and 1/2 times
weekend
Free Column
5508 293-5507
131?.site Propsny
Flexible hours. Training
,
0171 Open 7 days a per week!! Great benecabinets
,
windows
42071
KY
.
Murray
provided. No selling
tor,
week.
refrigera
Ed
1500
paint,
Chevy
94
6
fits including 401K!
270-753-5562
FREE to good home
LOG CABIN
required. FREE details. •Class-A and B CDL
stove. 1102 Poplar
Cab -- 200,000
GRAVEL, white rock & Walker hound, female,
mo. t/t & Class-A req'd
$69,900
ONLY
for
Great
Call
www.K348.com
US
0.
-V8
SURPL
350
$135.00
.
miles.
Training
sand delivered.
Valley
Wabash
spayed, rescue from
i&L RENTALS Lake Access
Training
appointment Lynn 227condition. $2800.
University
Kentucky
(270)293-1924
Inc.
•Sullivan
Transportation,
Benton, Tenn Animal
Slips
Boat
W/FREE
2936.
Chuck
RAGE
or
9227
(270) 804-356
MINI-STO
money. Employment 8 0 0 - 2 4 6 - 6 3 0 5
(Lexington) is seeking
Sheffer For more info
VI
ATI
CRI
New
dream!
the
Own
0224.
Now renting
Assistance. Call to see www son/tontine com
a shuttle/van driver.
IIIIIILDING call (731)407-4257
'90 red Chevy LWB
cabin pkg
Located at 720 S. 4th St. 2128 sf log
if you quality. 1-866Responsible for the
to MSU, all
V8,
Metal buildings, home
CLOSE
1500.
do
Silvera
160.000
lar
spectacu
at
•Travel the USA for
FREE: 3- 1 yr old. 3
additions, remodeling,
36-54%
270-4
hardwood floors, fresh
safe transportation of 2 4 4 - 3 6 4 4
towing packbox,
tool
lake!
onal
recreati
acre
up
vinyl siding, hardwood
puppies, 3 months,
www.talcdl.com Pay! use your pick
ready to
and
truck.
paint
students. May assist
work
Great
age.
3-6906
utils,
u/g
270-29
rd,
Paved
flooring, concrete
mother Beagle, dad
AMERICA truck to deliver "new"
2BA
4BR
1,
TRUCK
into,
move
753-786
Dean of Student Affairs
g.
$2,600.
financin
excellent
Affordable rates
nationwide,
Beagle mix. 474-2322
RV's
l (270)293-6115.
Campbel
Call
$79,900
MURRAY Store and
with special protects. TRAINING
04474-8555
Call now 1-800-7
Motorhomes too! Get
Realty 759-8780
Lock presently has
Expenence necessary. 'CLASS-A DRIVERS
3154. x.1697
country.
the
see
to
paid
753e.
DS
availabl
units
FLATBE
desired.
NEEDED:
CDL highly
COLDWATER 2/3BR,
www.horizontransportc 2905 or 753-7536.
Send resume to nlenk- & DRY VANS, LOCAL
bnck, owner financing
Sale
For
Finns
on,
FOR
or
DED1VERIES
PREMIER
ns@sullivan.edu
unexpected occurs out of
possible. 800-986HAPPN' BIRTHDAY for Theblue.
AREA
MINISTORAGE
LOUISVILLE
HR, 2355 Harrodsburg
2051
Ext.
the
2789
TN
Pads.
326 acres
Friday, Jan. 25, 2008:
'Inside climate control
502-452-1096 (2YRS
Rd., Lexington, KY
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
area. 200 row crop
Dynamic changes will occur in
storage
1/1 \ 11
1\1
RECENT EXP REQ)
40504. EOE
* You are full of vigor
****
in
land. Remainder
I)! 1; 1 RI I II I ' your life this year. Don't fight
•Secunly alarmed
Your imagination
*NAV abdnvers.com
energy.
and
3BR townhome 2.58A
creek
woods with
*Safe & clean
city hall or try to control others.
refrigerator
bubbles forth. Answers come in
C/H/A,
t
Excellen
.
frontage
•We sell boxes!
You could make situations from out of left field. Let your
washer, dryer, dish
building sites (1.9
'We rent U-Hauls.
magnetism flow forth.
washer, oven, stove
worse. Learn that you are master
top rd
black
moles
753-9600
111s ,444
sq.tt
1BR, $350/mo. retng1.400
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
of your own ship, but not of othfrontage) will divide.
12-111-61-I 10\11
in a new direction,
Conveniently located
erator, stove, dishers' lives.lf you are single, a *** Move
$2.500 an acre.
28R apartments availto change your
MSU. Newly
willing
washer, washer &
be
near
and
quickly
evolve
75-0543
could
1-877-2
partnership
able Great location 1
LAKE house, Three
an obstacle.
$660
hit
you
if
refurbished.
dryer, pets allowed.
course
t.
difficul
be
it could
year lease, 1 month
bedroom 2 bath with or
43-1/2 acres. North
change,
could
life
view
month. 50% off 1st
1621-A Chris Dr.
you
How
1600 sq.ft. prime loca
County
deposit no pets
double garage, water- Remember to flex. Not every
Calloway
month. $800 deposit
753-4219
especially regarding the personDr.
Lowe's
tion.
one."
"the
trees,
be
with
Call
5
to
lot,
753-290
front
$174,000.
relationship has
required. No pets.
al and domestic areas of your
1BR, all appliances,
Murray. 293-2981
storage shed, floating
293-2030.
If you are attached, the two of life.
Utilities not included.
University Heoghts, no 2BR duplex, nice,
e
boat dock, concret
2 car garage with gas
270-348-0458
you will bond on a tighter level
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
lease,
year
pets.
ramp.
C/H/A, appliances furboat
heat Good for car
work. VIRGO can be conwith
***** Zero in on what you
4BR townhome 2.513A.
$325/mo + deposit. nished. Various locaCall
$275,000.00.
detailing or body shop
tor,
.
refrigera
want. Clearly someone could be
trolling
7
C/H/A,
753-493
tions. Coleman RE
753-2905 or 293-8595.
$500 monthly
between
acres
cting or doing something
dish5-200
overrea
dryer,
washer,
1BR, various locations. 753-9898
703-4768
MUST See!! Just built
Stella & Coldwater,
of quite differently. You might need
Kind
the
washer, oven, stove.
Show
Stars
n
The
Colema
00.
e
$275-$3
brick
sq.ft.
384BR, 28A availabl
2,500
adjustment where
sq.ft.
hwy frontage, tobacco
OFFICE or retail space
1,400
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. to make an
RE 753-9896
appliances
now,
home. Double garage.
barn. good water for
least expect it.
you
available. Pnme locaConveniently located
-so,
2-So
erage;
3-Av
Coleman RE 753-9898
Private & beautiful. 2+ 4-Positive;
irngation or livestock.
28R 28A, garage. all
MSU. Newly
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
tion. 753-2905,
near
1-Difficult
acre lot, 3/4-mile to
Owner financing possi$840
appliances $650
0
hed.
293-148
refurbis
21)
38R Duplex, water furtown. $139.000
ble, will divide.
436-5685
month. 50% off 1st
*** You have become stronger
19)
availl
$700/mo.
21-AprI
by
space
(March
nished,
-8570
OFFICE
ARIES
270-519
9-2116
(270)48
deposit
$800
C/H/A.
month_
and much more aware during the
$285.
2BR,
lease & deposit
able. 1,600 sq.e., park**** Express your willingness past few years. Investigate what
owner, Murray.
it no answer leave
No pets
required
near HSU. Move in
5
estab227-037
lighted
and
required
ing lot, roadside
get into a project,
message
Utilities not included
you want from a financial matter.
NEW Construction in to
free days. 753-9896
sign. 901 Sycamore St.
if possible. You might
160
270-348-0458
limits & priced to lish limits
Your goals might change in this
city
8
with
$1,200/mo. 293-209
revise how you deal
Hoses For Sais
during the next few years.
sell! Over 2700 sq.ft. want to
area
or 753-5500
Consersiese
work and your commitments. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
loving area. 4BR 3BA
You do know how to say enough. **** A major planet enters
Call
Realty at Rental
$259,900
-OWNER
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
ilk
Property
Realty
l
Rama
E***
Campbel
FINANC
S
your sign today. Even those born
&
KY 42071
***** Your creativity comes
Check! 759-8780.
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray.
Pmpertylbiamsemget
Credit
No
in December might feel the
parta
view
through. How you
Services available
possible,
If
Clean & nice 38R 1
transformation.
AUSTRALIAN
THREE bedroom 1
nership and his or her funds has
Cal 761-7355
bath home on quiet lot
Shepherds, 8 weeks
detach from power plays or
home, with a
brick
bath
You
changed during the year.
VAL kcoonlemeityfois
demanding situations. Learn to
old. One blue merle, in Puryear. 1.292 sq.ft. shed,
outbuilding,
discover that a new perspective
each.
hardwood floor, appli$300
t yourself more often.
red.
nts
suppor
one
Apartme
8
and
1
m
barn
213A,
Bedroo
2BR,
tobacco
DUPLEX
One and Two
is heading in your direction.
city water
ances,
-1231
IUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
270-978
AQUAR
in
Located
Central Heat and Air
acres
year old, 404 Barribi
20)
sewer. $3,900 down. Hazel. $115,000.00. GEMINI(May 21-June
***** Understanding takes
Accepting Application%
Ct North, no pets.
g
knowin
BOSTON Timer/Rat
ed
anchor
**** Stay
month. Call
$475
you in a new direction. Don't
CaN 753-2905 or
(270)376-2746
Terrier mix, 1st shots &
what you want and expect from
- 12 An..6
Ruth* (270)753-2222
jump to conclusions; rather,
Office Hours 8 a.m.
293-8595.
(270)841-5653
$50
wormed
affilial
business and persona
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
observe a partner and his or her
-OWNER
(270)227-4872
FACULTY-STAFF
TOTALLY remodeled. tions. Your path through life
reactions. Use caution when
***
FINANCE
Apartments
hardwood floors, new Could be very different from
DOG Obedience
TS
Clean
dealing with finances, and you
TMEN
check!
credit
APAR
No
much someone else's.
University view.
and
TANGLEWOOD
carpet
436-2868.
IBA
might experience some unantici3BR
42071
nice
and
KY
appliances, yard
morel! Don't miss this CANCER (June 21-July 22)
1750 Lowes Drive Murray.
Puryear,
in
lot
pated twists and turns.
On
home
mowed, nice
onel $125.000 Call ***** Your ability to see
NOW AVAILABLE:
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
1.292 sq ft., hardwood
$500/mo. 753-8096
s
emerge
Campbell Realty
s
beyond the obviou
appliances.
*** Many judge you to be
floor.
2 Bedroom - $434
759-8780
FOR rent: 28R
You could believe that you have
down, $475
unpredictable and/or difficult at
ONAL
$3,900
ESSI
PROF
3 Bedroom - $495
in
Dupes. 1302
had enough of a key person
Ruth*
Don't force anyone to
Call
.
times
monthly
.
Shoeing
Bated
Horse
Income
3 Bedroom Valley...pod 5400/mo.
your life. Don't get involved in
Allow others to call the
3-2222.
ng:
agree.
er.
(270)75
scheduli
Dishwash
for
Contact
Raw.
761-7366
• Free Cable • Washer. Dry.
another's power plays.
shots. Let go of a need to control
270-908-8922,
Electric • Carpet &
1,320 sq. ft. country
& Refrigerator Provided • All
Cycles, LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
ROSA
BARBE
others
ck
-5280
270-978
• Patio/De
acre. 3Air
1/2
&
on
Heat
home
yourCentral
treat
•
and
Tile
Ceranuc
**** Indulge
LLC
BORN TODAY
2-car
-bath,
1
bed.
New
bales
time.
SQUARE
self to a little more
ATV service & repairs
Singer Alicia Keys (1981)
Some restrictions apply
caN
Please
garage.
e.
possibl
Timothy hay
beginnings become
270-382-2444
270-762-1044 or
3
293-106
L. Call Joy for details
270-554-1403
270-804-0850 11Y,$00-648-805.6

753-3853-

Hill Electric

753-9562
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.m/
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Insurance won't cover
cosmetic procedure

Wife's flagging libido may be
caused by inattentive husband

10 years ago
Published is .ea picture of the
Murray -Calloway County Airport
terminal which is slated for mock
and outside work this year, according to Jun Fain, chairman of the
airport hoard the photo was by
Stall Photographer Bernard Kane
Births reported include a girl
to Julie and Dane Wilson. a girl
II) Tracy and Michael York and a
girl to Marilyn and Stanley
curt, Jan 19: A boy to Leigh and
lohnny Rains. Jan 20: a girl to
loni and Terry Booth. Jan 21
Murray High School Tigers lost
66 48 to Fulton County in a basketball game High team scorers
were Shane Andrus for Murray
and tucker for lulion
20 years ago
Published is • picture of Ky.
Gov Wallace Wilkinson speaking
at a local business community
luncheon at Murray State University with Harold Duran. president
of Murray-Calloway County Chainher of Commerce the photo was
by Staff Photographer David Tuck
A five-year-old by was rescued
by the Murray Eire Department
after he accidentally fell into a
well on I. P Miller Street The
boy was apparently not mitired.
but w as approximately 6 lee( down
in the well which had wallet in
It. Ai:cording to the report from
the fire department
Births reported include a boy
to Joanna and William Orr. Jan.
17. a boy to Chen and Tony Miles
and a boy to Judy and Don Drummond. Jan 18
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Robert
Walker, an employee id Murray
Electric System. reviewing damage to an electrical storage warehouse on Industrial Road The
roof of the building, owned by Cecil
1 ants, apparently collapsed from
the weight of rain-soaked snow,
hints estimated the loss at S20,000

Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs Theodore Wood.
Jan. 17: a girl to Mr. and Mrs. .
DEAR ABBY: Your advice
Anthony Kaiser Jr.. Jan. 20.
to 'Considering It in San Mateo"
Mr and Mrs. lease T. Young
will be married 50 years Jan. 28. (Nov. 26), who asked you if it
40 years ago
was permissible to have an affair
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer was
because his wife of 34 years
named as "Kiss:tins Club Man of
no longer wanted to have sex,
the Year for 1968- by the Kiwawas good, but you missed a
nis Club of Murray.
couple of important points.
An average of $44.02 per hunHow
dred weight was reported for the
sale of dark fired tobacco on the
is that man's
Murray Market. according to 011ie
hygiene?
Barnett, tobacco market reporter.
Does
he
Murray High School Tigers won
bathe every
61-50 over Benton Indians in a
day? Is he
high school basketball game Gary
kind, loving
Lamb was high scorer for Murand considerray.
SO years ago
ate of his
In high school basketball games,
wife during
New Concord Redbirds won 102the day'? Are
40 over Hazel Lions with high
horher
scorns being Rowland for RedByAbigail
mones
birds and Duncan for Lions: KutVan Buren
imbalanced?
sey Eagles lost 70-45 to South
Is she depressed or anemic?
Marshall Rebels with high sCorel
,
. being Reeder for Eagles and
Before "Considering It" goes
Mathis for Rebels: Am() Warriors
Jumping at another opportunity,
won 63-42 over Fulgham with
he might want to consider showhigh scorers being Ferguson for
ing affection and concern to the
Almc) and Clark for Fulgham;
woman who has been with him
Murray Tigers lost 91-73 to Fulfor so long. -- BETSY IN HOUSton with high scorers being Pugh
TON
for Murray and 1 Forrest for Fulton. Murray Training Colts won
DEAR BETSY: Some read70-40 over Farmington with high
ers scolded me for WY—response
scorers being Rogers for Colts
to that letter, not realizing that
and Smith for Farmington.
part of my reply was tongue60 years ago
in-cheek. (No. I do NOT advoFollowing a 4-inch snowfall on
cate adultery.) Others felt I didJan. 22. the mercury slipped slown't go far enough in my reply.
ly downward to 5 degrees above
zero.
Read on:
Joe Cable and Joann Parker were
DEAR ABBY: Has "Considcrowned as king and queen of
ering It" done anything to ensure
Murray High School at the annuthat his wife is well both physal talent night program A.W. Simically and mentally? Could her
mons and Sandra Lancaster were
lack of interest in sex be linked
crowned as king and queen of the
to depression. post-menopausal
grade school
hormone imbalance or another

By I he Nssotiated Press
Today is Thursday. Jan 24,
the 24th da) of 2008 There are
142 dasi, left in the !tear
today 's Highlight in History
Jan 24. I9014. is considered
the starting date of the Boy Scouts
movensent in England. under the
aegis of Robert Baden-Powell
On this date•
In 1742 Charles VII was elected Holy Roman Emperor during
the War of the Austrian Succession

In 184a, lathes W Marshall
discovered a gold nugget at Sutter's Mill in northern California,
a discovery that led to the gold
rush of •49
In 1922. Christian K Nelson
of Onaw a, Iowa. patented the Eskimo Pie
In 1924, the Russian city of
Petrograd I formerly Si Petersburg) was renamed Leningrad in
honor of the late revolutionary
leader.(However, it has %MCC been
renamed St Petersburg)

Dear Abby
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,

In 1941. President Franklin
Roosevelt and British Prime Minister Churchill concluded a wimitne
conference in Casablanca. Morocco
In 1965, Winston Churchill died
in London at age 90
In 1978, a nuclear-powered
Soviet satellite, Cosmos 954,
plunged through Earth's atmosphere and disintegrated, scattering radioactise debris over pans
of northern Canada

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 83
physical condition'?
years old and have developed an
In a loving way he should
appreciable number of dark spots
urge her to see her physician
on my face over the past few
and her gynecologist. If she refusyears. 1 read laser treatment might
es, he should contact them and
remove them, but unfortunately, my
ask for advice or help. He should
insurance company won't cover
also take a long, hard look at
procethe
how he presents himself.
dure. Is there
Finally, he might speak with
an alternative
for
a counselor, because lack of sexmethod
this cosmetic
ual activity can signal problems
condition?
elsewhere in their relationship.
DEAR
Marriages take work -- even those
READER:
that have lasted 34 years. -Age spots are
SUSAN IN NEW WINDSOR.
one unfortuN.Y.
nate developDEAR ABBY: I am a nursethat
ment
practitioner, and for years I have
affects many
heard women in their 40s and
people as they
By
50s complain about loss of libido.
The
age.
Dr. Peter Gott lesions most
In our area. a group of gyneoften appear
cologists has begun offering
on the backs of hands, faces and
bioidentical hormone replacearms. They are generally harmment. This term refers to horless unless they change markedmones that are exactly the same
ly in appearance; that is, they
in structure and function as those
darken, enlarge or bleed.
produced by the human body.
You have several options at your
My husband had also quotdisposal. However, as you indied the article regarding "having
cated. cosmetic surgery is frowned
regular sex would improve your
upon by most insurance companies as unnecessary.
health." Do these men really think
To begin with, there are overwe are happy with symptoms
the-counter creams containing glylike hot flashes, fatigue, weight
colic acid that can fade spots.
gain. etc.? When I started capePrescription bleaching creams
nencing symptoms similar to
containing hydroquinone can be
your reader's wife. I decided to
prescribed. These creams can be
see for myself. It has been Sevused alone or in conjunction with
eral months since I started
retinoids and a mild steroid that
bioidentical hormone treatment.
can work toward fading the lesions.
and things have improved conThis treatment may take several
siderably. -- SMILING IN MIDmonths before any positive effects
are noticed.
DLETOWN, DEL.
Dermatologists can use a freezDEAR ABBY: The writer's
ing method known as cryotherawife may have a medical conpy that applies liquid nitrogen or
dition such as high cholesterol
other freezing agents to the spots.
or high blood pressure. requirThe procedure can pose a slight
ing medication that decreases
libido. She could be depressed.
which affects interest in sex.
Menopause can also cause sigWest dealer.
nificantly reduced sex drive.
East-West vulnerable
Some hormone replacement medNORTH
•K 93
icines may help with this. These
V 103
conditions can be evaluated and
•5 2
treated by her doctor or OB/GYN.
•AQ9743
The man should also evaluWEST
EAST
.1 8 6 5 4
•Q 10
ate the way he treats his wife.
V8
VQ19642
Men often remind their wives
•J 10
•K Q 98
that they desire sex, but forget
•K 8 6 5
4310
that women need romance and
SOUTH
•A 72
stimulation. Perhaps he should
IP A K 75
try a different approach?
•A 7 6 4 3
Before stepping out of the
42
marriage, with or without her perThe bidding.
West
North
East
South
mission, he should consider these
Pass
Pa.ss
2V
Pass
possibilities. Infidelity is destrucPass
14
Pass
3 NT
tive for the family and personOpening lead — eight of hearts.
al psyche -- NURSE-PRACTIAccordieg to a popular song,one
TIONER. NEWBERRY, FLA.
good way to get by is with a little
DEAR ABBY: There are
help from your friends Bridge playsome great medications on the
ers can sometimes go a step further
market tit. women with low or
by enlisting the aid of the enemy to
no libido. My husband suggest- 'help them out of a difficult predicament.
ed it to me -- very nicely -Consider today's deal from the
and I promised to check it out.
1987 National Swiss Team Championship South, Dorothy Truscott, had
I did, kind, oh my goodness,
a difficuh decision after Last's weak
we're acting like teenagers again!
two-heart opening A double would
ONE HOT OLD LADY. AND
be for takeout and might well elicit
I DONT MEAN HOT FLASHan unwelcome club response, while
the unbalanced distribution and lack
ES. GLENDALE. ARIZ.
of fillers argued against a two-

Dr Gott

risk of permanent scarring or discoloration.
Another procedure known as
dermabrasion can sand down the
surface layer of the skin with a
rapidly rotating brush. Temporary
redness and scabbing can occur
following derrnabrasion.
Chemical peel can gradually
fade spots. This procedure involves
applying an acid that burns the
outer layer of skin. The downside is that several treatments will
be necessary before results are
seen, and people undergoing chemical peel should take precautions
when going out into the sun —
a reason for age spots appearing
in the ftrst place.
Laser therapy will also fade
age spots. Depending on the type
of procedure the physician uses,
it may take several return visits.
Dermabrasion, chemical peels
and laser therapy may not be covered by insurance. They are often
considered to be cosmetic procedures and, therefore, are not medically necessary. Be sure to check
with your insurance company to
see what procedures are covered.
If none, then ask about setting
up a payment plan with the physician.
Most actinic keratoses can be
prevented by taking proper care
of your skin, such as using sun
block and proper clothing when
going outside. It is best to have
a dermatologist look at all new
skin lesions to ensure they are
not cancerous before deciding on
treatment.
While all procedures sound distressing, they are safe if performed by qualified professionals. I suggest you be examined
by a dermatologist, who can further advise you on which procedure, if any, might be appropn-

notrump overcall. So she elected to
pass, hoping her partner would
reopen the bidding
as in fact happened.
West led the heart eight against
three notrump„ East covered
dummy's ten with the jack, and
declarer ducked. East switched to
diamonds, and Truscott allowed the
defenders to win two tricks in the suit
before taking the ace. She then
finessed the club queen and cashed
the ace, discarding a small spade,
before leading the three of hcans
from dummy.
East had to put up the nine to
prevent South from winning a cheap
trick with the seven. airs. Truscott
svon with the king and cashed the
king and ace ofspades to bring her to
six tricks. It was now time to enlist
the help of the enemy. After cashing
the second spade, declarer exited
with a diamond to East's nowsingleton king.
With nothing but hearts left. Last
had to lead from the Q-6-4 to South's
A-7. This not only gave declarer an
extra heart trick, but also pros ided
the entry with which to cash her good
diamond.
So Truscott wound up scoring
two club tricks, two spades, two diamonds and three hearts — just
enough for her contract. The result
gave her team a 10-IMP pickup when
the Nonh-South• pair at the other
table stopped in three clubs and went
down one.

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

1 Cast a ballot
5 Leatherworking
punches
9 Hard bench
12 Jug
13 Crackpot
14 Fan noise
15 Lucy Lawless
role
16 Ancient empire
17 Sorbet
18 — Quentin
20 Stingy
22 Too trill
25 Giant-ant
horror film
27 In charge of
28 Ski instructor
29 Taverns
33 With to Fritz
34 Lamprey
35 Hair goop
36 Idyllic spot
38 Curie daughter
39 Raines of
1940s tams
40 'Kon- ---"

IT DOESN'T NAVE ANY
PEOPLE IN IT AU. IT
WAS IS SIX DOGS'

42 With dry humor
43 After sunset
46 — Paulo Brazil
47 Turkish title
48 Write on glass
51 Desktop
symbol
55 Baron —
Richthofen
56
Lisa'
57 Salmon variety
58 Unit of work
59 Broadcast
60 Excited

1
2
3
4

Irritate
Run up a tab
Wallet filler
Sketcher s
need
5 Related
6 Prevailed
7 Rapper
Tone —
8 Hockey gear
9 Stuffed shirt
10 Per

MOM MMMEI OM@
DO M URUM
MM
UIlD
OE R1
MIMEO 0 MU
AWO
WM OWM
MUM M OM MMM
HEM MUM
MO P A UM MUM
MOMUMM OMM
MM PtOPPEO
LLI1I o1IVi
MU EMU REDM
@MOO IMMO
11 Make eager
19 Commercial
21 Holy terror
22 A portion of
23 More
than willing

24 Antoinette lost
hers
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Births reported include a girl
Published is a picture of the to Mr and Mrs. Theodore Wood.
Murray -Calloway County Airport Jan, 17; a girl to Mr and Mrs. .
terminal which is slated for inside Anthony Kaiser Jr., Jan. 20.
and outside work this year, accordMr. and Mrs Jesse T. Young
ing to Jim Fain, chairman of the will be married 50 years Jan. 28.
airport hoard 'The photo was by
40 years ago
matt Photographer Bernard Kane
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer was
Baths reported include a girt named as "Kiwanis Club Man of
to Julie and Moat Wilson, a girl the Year for 1968" by the Kiwato Tracy and Michael York and a ms Club of Murray.
girl to Marilyn and Stanley ChilAn average of $44.02 per hunrun, Jan 19, a boy to Leigh and dred weight was reported for the
Johnny Rams. Jan 20. a girl to sale of dark fired tobacco on the
lom and Terry Booth. Jan 21.
Murray Market, according to 011ie
Murray High School Tigers lost Barnett, tobacco market reporter.
66 48 to Fulton County in a basMurray High School Tigers won
ketball game. High team scorers 61-50 over Benton Indians in a
were Shane Andrus for Murray high school basketball game. Gary
and 1 ticker for I•ulton
Lamh was high scorer for Mur20 years ago
ray.
Published is a picture of Ky
50 years ago
Chiv. Wallace Wilkinson speaking
In high school basketball games,
at a local fity.iness community New Concord Redbirds won 102luncheon at Murray State Univer- 40 over Hazel Lions with high
sity with Harold Doran. president scorers being Rowland for Redof Murray -f'allow ay County('ham- birds and Duncan for Lions; Kirkher of Commerce the photo was sey Eagles lost 70-45 to South
by Staff Photographer David luck
Marshall Rebels with high scorA five-year-old by was rescued ers being Reeder for Eagles and
by the Murray Fire Department Mathis for Rebels; Amo Warriors
after he accidentally fell into a won 63-62 over Fulgham with
well on I P Millet Street the high scorers being Ferguson for
Isis was apparently not injured. Almo and Clark for Fulgham;
but was approximately 6 feet down Murray Tigers lost 91-73 to Fulin the well which had wilier in ton with high scorers being Pugh
act tirding to the report from tor Murray and J. Forrest for Fulthe fire department
ton: Murray 'training Colts won
Births reported include a boy 70-40 over Farmington with high
to Joanna and William Orr Jan
scorers being Rogers for Colts
17, boy to Chen and Tony Miles and Smith for Farmington.
and a boy to Judy and Don Drum60 years ago
naiad, Jan 18
Following a 4-inch snowfall on
Jan. 22. the mercury slipped slow30 years ago
Published is a picture of Robert ly downward to 5 degrees above
Walker. an employee of Murray zero.
Electric System, reviewing d.unJoe Cable and Joann Parker were
age to an electrical storage ware- crowned as king and queen of
house on Industrial Road The Murray High School at the annuroof of the building, owned by Cecil al talent night program. A.W. SimEarns, apparently collapsed from mons and Sandra Lancaster were
the weight of rain-soaked snow. crowned as king and queen of the
Earris estimated the loss at $20,000
grade. school

Todaylnllistorv
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Jan. 24.
the 24th day of 2008 1 here are
342 days left an the year
Today's Highlight in History
Jan 24, 1908, is considered
the starting date oh the Hoy Scouts
tritivcilk•Ill in England. under the
aegis of Rotten Haden-Powell.
M this date
In 1742, Charles VII was elect.
ed Holy Roman Emperor dunng
the War of the Austrum Succession

Et I_ Co NI Co E

In I 848. James W Marshall
discovered a gold nugget at Sutter's Mill in northern California,
a discovery' that led to the gold
rush of '49
In 1922, Christian K Nelson
of Ottawa. Iowa. patented the Eskimo Pie
In 1924. the Russian city of
Petrograd I formerly St. Petersburg) was renamed Leningrad in
honor of the late revolutionary
leader,(However. it has since been
renamed St Petersburgi
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COMICS / FEATURES
Wife's flagging libido may be
caused by inattentive husband

Murray Ledger & Times

Insurance won't cover
cosmetic procedure

DEAR ABBY: Your advice physical condition?
to Tonsidenng It in San Mateo"
In a loving way he should
(Nov. 26), who asked you if it urge her to see her physician
was permissible to have an affair and her gynecologist. If she refusbecause his wife of 34 years es, he should contact them and
no longer wanted to have sex, ask for advice or help_ He should
was good. but you missed a also take a long, hard look at
couple of important points.
how he presents himself.
How
Finally, he might speak with
is that man's a counselor, because lack of sexhygiene? ual activity can signal problems
Does
he elsewhere in their relationship.
bathe every Marriages take work -- even those
day'? Is he that have lasted 34 years. -kind, loving SUSAN IN NEW WINDSOR,
and consider- N.Y.
ate of his
DEAR ABBY: I am a nursewife during practitioner, and for years I have
the day? Are heard women in their 40s and
hor- 50s complain about loss of libido.
her
By Abigail
mones In our area, a group of gyneVan Buren
imbalanced? cologists has begun offering
bioidentical hormone replaceIs she depressed or anemic?
Before "('onsidenng It goes ment. This term refers to horjumping at another opportunity, mones that are exactly the same
he might want to consider show- in structure and function as those
ing affection and concern to the produced by the human body.
My husband had also quotwoman who has been with him
for so long. -- BETSY IN HOUS- ed the article regarding 'having
regular sex would improve your
TON
DEAR BETSY: Some read- health." Do these men really think
ers scolded me for my response we are happy with symptoms
to that letter, not realizing that like hot flashes, fatigue, weight
pan of my reply was tongue- gain, etc.? When I started expein-cheek (No, I do NOT advo- riencing symptoms similar to
cate adultery.) Others felt I did- your reader's wife. I decided to
n't go far enough in my reply. see for myself. It has been several months since I started
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Has "Consid- bioidentical hormone treatment,
ering It" done anything to ensure and things have improved conthat his wile is well both phys- siderably. -- SMILING IN MIDically and mentally'? Could her DLE-TOWN. DEL.
lack of interest in sex be linked
DEAR ABBY: The writer's
to depression. post-menopausal wife may have a medical conhormone imbalance or another dition such as high cholesterol
or high blood pressure, requiring medication that decreases
libido. She could be depressed.
In 1941. President Franklin
which affects interest in sex.
Roosevelt and British Prime MinMenopause can also cause sigister Churchill concluded a wanlITIC
nificantly reduced sex drive.
conference in Casablanca, MorocSome hormone replacement medco.
icines may help with this. These
In 1965, Winston Churchill died
conditions can be evaluated and
in London at age 90
treated by her doctor or OB/GYN.
In 1978. a nuclear-powered
The man should also evaluSoviet satellite. Cosmos 954,
plunged through Earth's atmosate the way he treats his wife.
phere and disintegrated, scatterMen often remind their wives
ing radloactive debris over pans
that they desire sex, but forget
of nonhern ('imada.
that women need romance and
stimulation. Perhaps he should
try a different approach?
Before stepping nut of the
marriage, with or without her permission, he should consider these
possibilities. Infidelity is destructive for the family and personal psyche. -- NURSE-PRACTITIONER. NEWBERRY. FLA.
DEAR ABBY: There are
some great medications on the
market for, women with low or
no libido. My husband suggested it to me -- very nicely -and I promised to check it out.
I did, and, oh my goodness,
we're acting like teenagers again!
ONE HOT OLD LADY. AND
I DON'T MEAN HOT FLASHES. GLENDALE. ARIZ.

Dear Abby

•

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 83
years old and have developed an
appreciable number of dark spots
on my face over the past few
years. I read laser treatment might
remove them, but unfortunately, my
insurance company won't cover
procethe
dure. Is there
an alternative
method for
this cosmetic
condition?
DEAR
READER:
Age spots are
one unfortunate developthat
ment
affects many
people as they
By
The
age.
Dr. Peter Gott lesions most
often appear
on the backs of hands, faces and
inns. They are generally harmless unless they change markedly in appearance; that is, they
darken, enlarge or bleed,
You have several options at your
disposal. However, as you indicated, cosmetic surgery is frowned
upon by most insurance companies as unnecessary.
To begin with, there are overthe-counter creams containing glycolic acid that can fade spots.
Prescription bleaching creams
containing hydnxititnone can be
prescribed. These creams can be
used alone or in conjunction with
retinoids and a mild steroid that
can work toward fading the lesions.
This treatment may take several
months before any positive effects
are noticed,
Dermatologists can use a freezing method known as cryotherapy that applies liquid nitrogen or
other freezing agents to the spots.
The procedure can pose a slight

Dr. Gott

ask of permanent scatting or discoloration.
Another procedure known as
dermabrasion can sand down the
surface layer of the skin with a
rapidly rotating brush. Temporary
redness and scabbing can occur
following dennabrasion.
Chemical peel can gradually
fade spots. This procedure involves
applying an acid that burns the
outer layer of skin. The downside is that several treatments will
be necessary before results are
seen, and people undergoing chemteal peel should take precautions
when going out into the sun —
a reason for age spots appearing
in the first place.
Laser therapy will also fade
age spots. Depending on the type
of procedure the physician uses,
it may take several return visits.
Dermabrasion, chemical peels
and laser therapy may not be coyered by insurance. They are often
considered to be cosmetic procedures and, therefore, are not medically necessary. Be sure to check
with your insurance company to
see what procedures are covered.
If none, then ask about setting
up a payment plan with the physiclan.
Most actinic keratoses can be
prevented by taking proper care
of your skin, such as using sunblock and proper clothing when
going outside. It is best to have
a dermatologist look at all new
skin lesions to ensure they are
not cancerous before deciding on
treatment.
While all procedures sound distressing, they are safe if performed by qualified professionals. I suggest you be examined
by a dermatologist, who can further advise you on which procedure. if any, might be appropnate.

COMIGIBridge
West dealer.
Last-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 9 3
103
•5 2
•AQ9 7 4 3
WEST
EAST
*Q 10
•J14 6 5 4
•8
110 Q.1 964 2
• 10
•K Q 9 8
4•K 8 6 5
*10
SOUTH
•A 7 2
V A K 75
•A 7643
*2
the bidding.
West
North East
South
Pass
Pass
2 IP
Pass
'l+
Pass
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead - eight of hearts
According to a popular song,one
good way to get by is with a little
help from your friends. Bridge players can sometimes go a step further
by enlisting the aid of the enemy to
help them out of a ditTicult predicament.
Consider today's deal from the
1987 National Swiss Team Championship. South, Dorothy Truscott, had
a difficult decision after last's weak
two-heart opening. A double would
be for takeout and might well elicit
an unwelcome club response, while
the unbalanced distribution and lack
of tillers argued against a two-

notrump overcall. So she elected to
pass, hoping her partner would
reopen the bidding
as in fact happened.
West led the heart eight against
three notrump. East covered
dummy's ten with the jack, and
declarer ducked. East switched to
diamonds, and Truscott allowed the
defenders to win two tricks in the suit
before taking the ace. She then
finessed the club queen and cashed
the ace, discarding a small spade,
before leading the three of hearts
from dummy.
East had to put up the nine to
prevent South from winning a cheap
trick with the seven. Mrs. Truscott
won with the king and cashed the
king and ace ofspades to bring her to
six tricks. h was now time to enlist
the help of the enemy. After cashing
the second spade, declarer exited
with a diamond to East's nowsingleton king.
With nothing but hearts left, East
had to lead from the Q-6-4 to South's
`A-7. This not only gave declarer an
extra heart trick, but also provided
the entry with which to cash her good
diamond.
So Truscott wound up scoring
two club tricks, two spades, two diamonds and three hearts — just
enough for her contract. The result
gave her team a 10-IMP pickup when
the North-South pair at the other
table stopped in three clubs and went
down one.

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
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1 Cast a ballot
5 Leathervvorking
punches
9 Hard bench
12 Jug
13 Crackpot
14 Fan noise
15 Lucy Lawless
role
16 Ancient empire
17 Sorbet
18 - Quentin
20 Stingy
22 Too full
25 Giant-ant
horror film
27 In charge of
28 Ski instructor
29 Taverns
33 With to Fritz
34 Lamprey
35 Hair goop
36 Idyllic spot
38 Cone daughter
39 Raines of
1940s films
40 "Kon- -"

42 With dry humor
43 After sunset
46 - Paulo Brazil
47 Turkish title
48 Write on glass
51 Desktop
symbol
55 Baron R chthoten
56 "- Lisa"
57 Salmon variety
58 Unit of work
59 Broadcast
60 Excited
DOWN
1 Irritate
2 Run up a tab
3 Wallet filler
4 Sketcher s
need
5 Related
6 Prevailed
7 Rapper
Tone 8 Hockey gear
9 Stuffed shirt
10 Per
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11 Make eager
19 Commercial
21 Holy terror
22 A portion of
23 More
than willing
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24 Antoinette lost
hers
25 Fountain
in Rome
26 Pit
28 Glance quickly
30 Bad-looking
31 Class ender
32 Vanquish a
dragon
37 Utmost degree
39 Beethoven s
Third
41 Bits of gossip
42 West Coast st
43 Basilica area
44 Noted lab
assistant
45 Turf warriors
46 Large herring
49 Boot part
50 News network
52 Gear tooth
53 Gloating cry
54 Festive quaff
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Trash the dress means no disrespect
By The Associated Press
Its an offbeat photograph phenomenon but it's
sweeping across the United States with vigor.
What's known as "trashing the dress" is actually
where brides in white
gowns simply pose where
they're bound to get wet
or dirty: in the surf, in
trees, in cornfields, on horses, in trash-strewn city
alleys, on boxcars, on tractors.
Ken Andrus, a photographer at Oakwood Studios in Murray, chuckled
as he recalled his one and
so-far only "trash the dress"
shoot at Pattis 1880's Settlement several years ago.
"When we were there,
I was mentioning to (the
bride), wouldn't it be cool
if you were in that waterfall." said Andrus. "The
mother was freaking out
being
after
gown
her
on
s
Jessica Sanders checks out the paintball splashe
and there you have the
with him in Vicksburg, Miss
repeatedly "shot" by her husband in a paintball battle

Newlyweds - get organized in your new home

mother and daughter arguing about whether or not
it was worth doing."
The daughter won the
argument and Andrus said
the result was amazing.
Dustin Sanders of Ruston, La.. and his wife, Jessica had a trash the dress
photo shoot that involved
a paintball fight.
A wedding photographer
captured the whole event
and followed the couple
as they washed off in a
fountain.
"It's different, and we're
unconventional,"
pretty
said Jessica, adding that
she and her new husband
didn't want to destroy the
dress - just capture some
unusual pictures that reflect
their sense of fun.
Photographers say most
such shoots aren't necessarily about destroying or
damaging the dress.
"It is just taking it in

a place that you wouldn't
normally go. Not worrying about it too much,"
said photographer Adam
Hudson of Ridgeland,
Miss., who has shot recent
dress-trashes in the mud
and at the State Fair.
A year ago. Louisianabased photographer Mark
Eric created a Web site
devoted to the Trash the
Dress trend. "It's about
creation, not destruction."
declares the site, which has
led to two sister sites: Trash
the Dress Europe and Trash
the Dress Australia.
The U.S. site features
pages of photos from
around the country. David
Baxter of Ohana Photography in San Diego wrote
on the site that such shoots
are "about letting a bnde
express her beauty in the
dress she has dreamt of
wearing for so long, but
will put away all too quick-
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Limelight Photography
in Tampa, Fla., started
offering 'Trash the Dress"
shoots four months ago at
a bride's request, said
owner Rebecca Zoumberos.
That shoot was on the beach
and ended with the couple having a sand fight.
Zoumberos
likened
trashing a wedding gown
to bra-burning.
"For the brides, it is
really liberating," she said.
And potentially costly.
In 2007, the research group,
The Wedding Report, said

the average bride spends
$1,564 on her gown, and
another $285 on veils and
headpieces.
Jessica said her parents
bought her dress, and her
mother "wasn't thrilled"
with the idea of trashing
it. But her father, John
Toney, of Tallulah, La.,
showed up to help.
"This is going to open
up a whole new thing for
people when they see all
they can do," Toney said.
Jessica, an employee at
Louisiana Tech Universi-

A.,3•1"‘311

ty, enjoyed having an
excuse to wear the gown
again. She said it would
end up hanging in the closet regardless of whether it
was covered in paint.
After the paintball shoot,
the couple cleaned up at
a water park. They were
soon water-logged and
nearly paint free, except
for the dress' beading.
"I'm glad we did it," said
Jessica.
(Ho//y Wise, ML&T Stafi
Writer, contributed to this
story)
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penTsves
Dustin Sanders of Russell, La., celebrates the "trashing of the bridal gown" with
wife Jessica, right, in the waterpark in downtown, Vicksburg, Miss. Earlier in the
day, the couple submitted the dress to a paintball shootout.
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new, somesomething
old,
"something
adage,
old
the
follow
to
Brides who want
part."
thing borrowed, something blue" often get stuck on the "blue
color or black
NEW YORK (AP) — Brides proba- whether the pictures are in
pop of color
a
be
just
"It'll
white.
wearand
they're
why
exactly
know
bly don't
ing something blue on their wedding day. on the lid."
The rest of the bride's makeup should
but they've been doing it for so long
be natural and neutral, with just a light
few want to break with tradition.
Research traces an early printed ver- color on the cheeks and lips and a coat
sion of the good-luck poem. "Something of mascara — not blue mascara.
old, something new, something borrowed.
A more glamorous look would be a
something blue." back to at least 1883. pewter-colored shadow with a blue tone
(Back then, there was another line attached to it. That, she says, could have a bit
to the end: "And a sixpence in her of shimmer, but a matte shadow with a
shoe.")
similar gray-blue eye liner is 4_,safer bet
'Superstition. yes. but why take a risk if you're' not used to wearing blue yet
on such an important day?
still want intense color.
"I guess I do believe in it — I did
Many women still treat blue eye shadit." says Theresa DiMasi, editor-in-chief
as taboo. but Alexander says they
ow
of Brides.com. who wore blue toenail
needn't.
polish at her wedding. "There's some"Blues that don't work is any blue
thing that feels sort of solid about it.
screams 'trend,' especially for a wedthat
thing
personal
But I also believe it's a
acrylic col— you can do it your way or not do ding,- she says. "For spring,
but I'd
fashion,
spring
in
hot
so
are
ors
it all."
The most common way to add blue stay away from things that could look
these days is a blue garter. DiMasi says, so dated in the future. If it looks like
but there are more options than one true blue on. it will look really blue in
might think: makeup. flowers, jewelry, a a photograph."
sash, or a little blue lace around the
She adds: "Think dark denim blue."
dress' hem, she suggests.
Bright blue is OK, though, if we're
At the most recent round of bridal talking about jewelry. Mixing diamonds
fashion shows, there were some lovely with glistening colored gemstones has
pale blue dresses that have a hint of become more popular for engagement rings
color but maintain the cool look of a and wedding bands. And if blue doesn't
true white.
make it to the rings, there are still neckDiMasi particularly liked the Reem Acra
laces. earrings and bracelets.
blue gowns. but she also acknowledges
Detra Segal.; vice president and genthat it's easier to incorporate just a splash
eral manager of Tiffany & Co.. which
of blue.
blue box, suggests
Bianca Alexander. director of makeup has its own signature
tourmaline and
blue
sapphires,
tanzanite,
reach
would
Cosmetics,
MAC
for
artistry
aquamarine.
for blue eye shadow. (Yes, blue eye shad"These colorful blue gems are comow!) A powder-blue matte shadow works
with brilliant Tiffany diamonds in
bined
look,
doe-eyed
well for a 1960s-inspired.
she says, and will photograph nicely Tiffany Celebration rings," she said.
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For the best man
What to expect and what's expected of you
As best man, you may of-town groomsmen.
•Organize the bachelor
think you're just a gloriDon't be shy about
party.
fied groomsman. but guess
other groomsmen
ing
enlist
what? You actually have
you out -- most
help
to
special responsibilities -- guys don't mind this duty!
you'll be a combination Put financial worries out
valet and hand-holder as of your mind -- the cost
you help the groom come should be split among
through this nerve-rack- everyone who attends the
ing experience with fly- bash.
•Attend the rehearsal
ing colors. As leader of
the bride and groom
with
:
the groom's posse. you'll
other atten*Serve as the groom's and all the
your chance
is
This
.
dants
advis
and
personal aide
how you're
out
e
figur
to
er before and during the
sed to walk down
suppo
de
inclu
can
This
ng.
weddi
aisle.
helping him pack for the that
the
beside
*Stand
honeymoon (the valet
and
altar
the
at
m
groo
part).
groom keep the bride's ring until
the
•Help
buy) vows are exchanged. Find
(or
rent
and
e
choos
wedding formalwear. and a safe place for the ring
other (and triple check that your
the
coordinate
groomsmen's rentals. You pockets don't have holes)
guys are supposed to -- you don't want to fummatch, after all You may
ble around when it's time
be expected to arrange
whip it out.
to
accommodations for out-

*Sign the marriage
license as a witness after
the ceremony. along with
the maid of honor.
•Give the officiant a
sealed envelope with his
or her fee (the groom's
responsibility) just after
the ceremony.
•Give the first toast to
the bride and groom at
the reception. This is your
biggest -- and probably
most frightening -- duty.
gift
any
*Collect
envelopes guests bring to
the reception. You may
be asked to deposit them
in the couple's bank
account or at least to keep
them until the couple
returns from their honeymoon.
•Decorate the getaway
mobile.
•Drive the couple to
the wedding-night hotel
or airport after the reception.

Wedding Gowns 1/2 Price!
able

s Avail
•Tuxedos (5 paid grooms free) - All Style
or Rent
hase
Purc
May
s
Gown
ding
'Wed
dos, purchase or rent)
wlutte
unts
(Disco
es
Dress
•Bridesmaids & Flower Girl
age
Pack
n
ymoo
Hone
ts
Nigh
3 Days/2
Aided.

l
PA 2003,givRaway AtAav.agania
er for a

ltation and receive a gift and regist
* Brides come in for a free consu
ge.(Your choice of 70 locations)
packa
ion
vacat
night
3 day/2
l * Free Wedding Gown Rental
Renta
Free
* Wedding Tuxedos r * Free Limousine
* Wedding Planner * Cake Toppe

Groomsmen.com
throughout
him
rt
suppo
n,
msme
groo
the
ves,
The groom's close friends and relati
day.
big
with him through the
the wedding planning process and walk

Groomsmen:
Duties in detail
Take your role as
groomsman seriously -after all, you're helping one
of your best friends through
what can be a very nerveracking day. Plus, if you
act like the levelheaded,
responsible guy you are,
you'll impress those single
bridesmaids. Read on for
a rundown of your duties.
•Like the bridesmaids,
you'll have to pay for your
wedding gear. Luckily, you
can usually rent a tux for
quite a bit less than what
the bridesmaid dresses will
cost. Be sure to get fitted
at the specified store with
time to spare -- you don't
want to walk down the
aisle in floods!
•As a groomsman, be
prepared to serve as information central for those
who aren't in the know.
•Attending all prewedding festivities (engage-

ment party, couple shower, bachelor party. rehearsal dinner). Perks: Free vittles and drinks.
*Helping the best man
plan the groom's bachelor
party.
•You'll conspire with the
best man -- and the bridesmaids -- to decorate the
honeymoon getaway car in
style.
*Before the ceremony,
you may be asked to usher
guests to their seats. At
traditional Christian ceremonies, guests of the bride's
family %iLon the left, and
guests Oa* groom's family sit on the right. At
Jewish ceremonies, it's the
opposite.
When a couple arrives,
take the woman's arm and
escort her to her seat: her
escort will follow you.
Always seat the oldest
woman first if several

rwii dile44
bealdifid ItinY al" Y6114'
wadthy day.
LAUNDRY

1100NE
304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
1-270-759-5000

Visit Our
Website at:
mrjsladyjs.com

Nationwide
1-888-367-6757

CLEANERS

605 Main St Downtown • 753-2552

guests arrive together. You
should arrive at the ceremony site at least 45 minutes early to review special seating requirements.
•Be prepared to serve
as information central and
direct guests to restroom
facilities and the reception
site.
*Purchase a wedding
present. perhaps with one
of the other groomsmen.
entire
the
Sometimes
groomsmen gang pitches
in for one knock-them-offtheir-feet wedding gift.
*At the reception, you
may be introduced with
the bridesmaid you escorted during the recessional.
You may also be asked to
dance with bridesmaids or
single female guests during the evening. Wow, how
easy is

?see

dbae..
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Going green
Eco-friendly wedding trend continues for 2008
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
The trend set in 2()07 tor
eco-friendly or "green"
weddings will only get
stronger in 2008, the bndal
experts say. as brides and
grooms across the nation
consider the impact their

wedding day will have on
planet Earth.
With wedding planners
now specializing in green
weddings, it's more accessible tor couples to go the
green route. Some couples
will go green all the way
from the dress to the favors

while others will choose to
feature an organic menu or
'green location.
For couple Aubrey and
Justin Prest. both graduates
of Murray State University
now residing in St. Louis,
deciding to be married in a
greenhouse in July was

Murray Country Club
For all your Golf,
Social and Wedding Events
ICatenng and Beverages Available)

AIL

211

2200 College Farm Rd.• Murray, KY

Clubhouse 270-753-6113

ClfSit
ItOthilty

but

Mice"
will do ...
tic -Dee Dletenb0.- Omen()
Tine...zok
IiieNtor - Designer

FlorrUt
Voted Murrdo.-; javorite jlorist!
114 South 5th Street • Murray, KY •(270) 753-4156

Photo provided
Aubrey (Morns) Prest and Justin Prest exchange wedding vows during their July
wedding held in a St. Charles, Mo greenhouse called The Conservatory.

2008

Thursday, January 24, 2008
more about the beauty of
the surroundings rather then
about going green.
"It's more about how
crazy two people must be to
get married inside of a
greenhouse in July," said
Prest.
Despite their intentions,
elements of the Prests' wedding day were certainly
eco-friendly.
The Conservatory in St.
Charles features up to three
weddings a day, said Prest,
and they use the same flowers all three times because
they stay fresh due to the
greenhouse atmosphere.
It was also cost friendly,

Bridal 2008
thrown at them instead of
bird seed.
For not trying to be ecofriendly, the Prests' wedding met several criterium
that put them in the green
category.
Other couples who choose
to create an entirely green
wedding experience, will be
faced with decisions like
finding organic fabnc for
the dress (it can be done!),
registering for camping
gear and other outdoors
equipment, making sure the
invitations are printed on
recycled paper and giving
each guest flower seeds
they can plant at home.
According to The Knot, a
website dedicated to answer
every possible question a
bride or groom could have,
part of going green means
choosing the right location.
Couples who choose to

she

added.
The
Conservatory provided not
only the facility but also the
flowers and a complete
wedding package.
As a matter of preference,
Prest said rose petals were

bypass

the
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traditional

church ceremony are seeking places like Colorado
mountaintops, California
ranches and Colerain vineyards to exchange vows.
Other things couples can
do to be environmentally
conscious is to recycle the
decorations - transfer the
ones from the ceremony
space to the reception.
Decorating with bamboo is
an effective way to save
trees and create a modern
feel at an
wedding,
according t environmentalist
A el
Dekovic.
Arriving t and leaving the
ceremony in a low-emission
vehicle and using soy candles are positive ways to
preserve green Earth one
wedding at a time.
Photo provided

rovidea
ir July

Guests throw rose petals and look on as Aubrey and Justin Morris leave the
Conservatory as a married couple following their July greenhouse wedding.
Eco-friendly weddings are popular as couples consider the environment on their
special day.

The Perfect Place For All Your
Out-of-Town Guests!

ttili-

c #1, 711

1504 N. 12" St.
Murray • 759-4449

EXPRESS
HOTEL & SUITES

Newt), renovated! Indoor heated
pool., sauna. exercise mora free inroom high-speed intrrnet - including
wireless thniughout hotel! Enjoy a
complimentary brealJast at our
new expanded breakfren bar

CA-apefor 9azeSo 3acikies i3oarfaSie

Complete Wedding Needs
For 2 to 200 Guests!
• Dressing Facilities • Sound System SE Music
• Lavish Grounds for your Unique Photos

517 S. 12th St.
Murray • 753-6706
All rooms include refrigerator,
microwast, coffeemaker,
hairdryer. 78 channel cable
HBO. iron & ironing board.
etc. Jacuzzi rooms a‘ailable

For more information, call 270-362-4296
and ask for Tanara or Eric.
I

p

Grand Rivers, KY
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How tradition has shaped one of the most
intregal parts of American weddings
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
And for dessert we have...
Cake.
But not just any cake.
In keeping with the most
prominent wedding tradition, cakes don't escape the
opportunity for a good trend
to settle and since most of
the time they're handy
things to follow. let's take a
look at a few trends
Adbuilder has identified.
But before we do that.
have you ever wondered
how the tradition of layered
wedding cakes got started
in the first place?
According
to
Tresa
Erickson, a writer with
Adbuilder, bakers in ancient
Roman times made thin

wedding Ciikes front wheat. throwing cake so much they
a grain associated with fer- continued the practice.
tility and prosperity. To
Over time, the custom
bring fertility to the bride. evolved.
Roman guests crumbled the
In Anglo-Saxon times,
wheat cakes over the bride's guests brought baked goods
head.
and piled them up as high as
The newly married couple they could. The higher the
then ate a portion of the pile, the more prosperous
crumbs to signify the begin- the newly married couple
ning of their life together. might be.
To wish them a lifetime of
The couple would then
prosperity, the guests gath- attempt to kiss each other
ered the leftover crumbs over the pile.
and threw them at the couIf they succeeded without
ple, Erickson wrote.
knocking anything over,
Around 100 B.C.. Roman they would be prosperous
bakers sweetened the cakes throughout their life togethand began serving them to er.
the couple as well the
On a visit to London in
guests to eat.
the 1600's. a baker from
Few did, however, as they France was invited to a cerenjoyed the tradition of emony in which he watched

the guests pile up their
baked goods. Shocked by
the haphazard way the
British made the pile and
confident it would fall, the
baker decided there had to
be a better way.
He soon turned the pile of
baked goods into a layered
sensation, and the rich,
heavily frosted multi-tiered
wedding cake was born.
Although the cakes were a
bit excessive for their taste
at first. English bakers
began offering the same
types of cakes by the end of
the century.
Now that we know how
the tradition of layered
wedding cakes began, let's
get back to the (evolving)
traditions of the modern day

WEDDINGS
Tents & Accessories
Brass & Silver Candelabras
Invitations
Tuxedo Rental
Columns

RECEPTIONS
Fountains
(Beverage & Chocolate)
Tables & Chairs
Linens
Serving Pieces

Let us create a
wedding cake
that is perfect

SALES and much more!

for you.
After Hours Consultolton for Your Convenience
A ppo.O.enf °nip
CAKE TASTING AVAILABLE OF OUR DIFFERENT VARIETIES

817 Mahn Strut • Denton, KY
(270) 527-2847 • Owrser: Holley Sharp

2375 East Wood St.
(across from Peppers)
Paris, TN
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9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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9 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Sat.

wedding cake.
and middle, and a heart your cake with fresh fruit or
Vicky Geurin, owner of layer for the top.
flowers.
Geurin Cakes and Things in
Follow a current trend and
For a stunning look, ask
Murray, said a lot of her choose a large square for the baker to put a single
customers are returning to the bottom, a slightly small- rose on top or a cascade of
the traditional style of cake er square for the middle and lilies down the side.
with one layer on top of the an even smaller square for
If you prefer something a
other but leaving out the the top.
bit sweeter, toss on some
plastic dividers.
Then ask the baker to frosted nuts or chocolate
"More of the girls are stack them on top of each candies.
wanting to do each layer of other, and voila...a stack of
Try something different
the cake a different flavor presents.
and bring in a photo of your
so they can have a bigger
After they are iced, the gown and have the baker
variety," said Geurin.
presents can be tied togeth- copy the pattern onto your
Some of her most popular er with a bow of sugared cake.
kinds of cake are white cake fruit.
*Personalized
cakes.
and strawberry, she added.
•Colored cakes. The icing Feeling sentimental?
Mother trend that Geurin on your cake does not have
Find a photo of your paridentified was using the to be white, nor do the ents' or grandparents' wedcouples' initials as cake top- rosettes have to be pastel.
ding cake and have the
pers instead of the traditionYou can have chocolate baker copy it. Then serve
al man and woman.
icing with red rosettes, or the first slices to your parHere are a few more wed- vanilla icing with a touch of ents or grandparents at the
ding cake options for the lemon and tiny purple rose- reception.
upcoming 2008 wedding:
buds.
If you have extra layer
•Unusually shaped cakes.
You can even match the cakes, find good photos of
Oval, square, rectangular, colors of the icing on your you and your fiance, and
hexagonal—you name it, cake to the colors of your have them transferred to the
and you can have it.
flowers, bridesmaids' dress- cakes.
You can also mix and es or decorations at the
Choose an unusual topper,
match shapes and sizes to reception.
like two plastic gold wedcreate an unusual cake.
•Designer cakes. Wedding ding rings, or have you and
For a modern cake, select cakes don't have to be your groom's initials interoval layers for the bottom plain. Add a unique touch to twined in icing.
driet•411.0+.b-e14.•,..tar.ow.-0411,4%."CoettiloWirartrVist-gramili000111141.M.1410-1.
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Unique selection of
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OBERT O. MILLER CONFERENCE CENTER CREATES THE
CT SETTING BY PROVIDING OVER 1.000 SC/LAU FEET
NG FOR 100+ GUESTS AND AMENITIES AVAILABLE FOR
RING. THE HISTORIC COURTHOUSE GIVES GUEil'S A
TOWN CHARM ONLY FOUND IN MURRAY. KY. TO RESERVE.
OR FCR MORE INFORMATION. CONTACT THE MURRAY CV&

Weddings • Birthdays • Showers • Business 6.Club Events

Vicky Geurin - Owner

(270) 436-2199

229 Geurin Road • Mturay
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A bride's how-to wedding planner
By KATHY SCOTT
Your wedding is about
six months to a year away.
Do you know what to do
and when to do it? Here is a
timeline that specifies the
approximate time tasks
should be completed. Use
this list as 4 guide.
Six to 12 Months
I.
Announce
your
engagement.
2. Decide on what kind
of wedding. Less formal
weddings are usually held
in the morning or early
afternoon. Late afternoon
and evening weddings are
traditionally more formal.
3. Decide on the time of
day. Are you prepared to
feed your guests dinner or
do you want a simple ceremony with cake and punch
only?
4. Choose a location.
Remember to take into consideration what the weather
could be like on your wedding day.

5. Pick a date. Do this as
soon as possible so that
your bridal party and faraway family can begin
making arrangements for
motels and scheduling time
away from their jobs.
6. Set a budget. Discuss
it carefully between the two
of you and your respective
families.
7. Select the bridal party.
It is important to do this as
soon as possible so these
special people can set aside
time to fulfill their duties
and roles in your wedding.
8. Choose your colors.
Since you have to shop for
these items fairly far in
advance, it's important that
you are rock-solid on your
color decision.
9. Choose and order the
bridal gown. bndesmaids.
gowns and accessories.
Stay within your budget.
10. Start planning the
honeymoon. Discuss this
with the groom and let him

make some of the major
choices.
I. Begin your bridal
registry.
12. Select the caterer,
photographer, florist and
musicians.
13. Start planning the
reception. Secure a hall,
hotel or whatever suits you
for your reception area.
14. Start your premarital
counseling. Some churches
require this for marriage.
IS. Choose and order the
wedding rings.
Three Months
1. Complete the guest
list.
2. Plan to have both
mothers select their dresses.
3. Finalize the reception.
If you are going to rent anything, do it now.
4. Make reservations for
the honeymoon. Remember
to tell them you will be
newlyweds. You'll be surprised how many perks you
will get.

901-,21/ 9011r
(
_Receplion Xseeols.
• Wine
• Champagne
• I5eer
• Spirits

MINERAL
WELLS
PACKAGE STORE
Mon.-Tkurs. 8 i..- 10 p.m.• Fri. & Set. 8 a.m.-11 p.m.

908 Mineral Wells Ave.• Paris, TN
731-642-7788

5. Confirm the dates and
times with the florist, caterer, photographer, musicians
and church.
6. Discuss transportation
to and from the wedding
and reception sites.
7. Order the wedding
cake.
8. Choose and order the
tuxes.
9. Schedule the bridesmaids' dress fittings.
Two Months
I . Mail the invitations.
2.Get the marriage
license.
3. Finalize the honeymoon plans.
One Month
I. Reserve accomodations for the guests.
2. Record gifts received
and send thank-you notes.
Get them done as soon as
the gifts begin to arrive.
3. Plan the rehearsal and
dinner. This is the responsibility of the groom and his
family but all should work

together on this.
4. Purchase the gifts for
the bridal party. Brides
often buy inexpensive earrings or necklaces that the
bridesmaids can wear to the
wedding. Popular choices
for the groomsmen are
money clips, keychains or
ball caps.
5. Schedule the final fittings for bride and bridesmaids.
6. Schedule appointments at beauty salons for
attendants, if needed.
7. Hold the bridesmaids'
luncheon.
8. Purchase a guest book
and decide where it will go.
Some couples place the
guest book just inside the
door of the church or wedding area. Some prefer to
display it at the reception.
In either case, have someone stand nearby to invite
guests to sign the book.
Two Weeks
I. Finalize the wedding

day transportation.
2. Arrange to have
names changed on driver's
license, social security card,
etc.
One Week
I. Start packing for the
honeymoon. Be sure to
choose clothing that you
won't need during this very
busy week.
2. Finalize the number of
guests with the caterer if
not already done.
3. Plan seating arrangements for the guests.
4. Have a beautician
practice fixing your hair.
You may also want to practice your make-up or make
an appointment at a department store to have it done
for you.
5. Make sure that wedding rings are picked up
and fit.
The Wedding Day
RELAX AND ENJOY
YOUR VERY SPECIAL
DAY.

Wedding Invitation
Announcements and Programs
Your special invitation can be decided
upon in the convenience of jour owl
home. We carrij a fine selection of bridal
kooks from witch to choose. Just pick
them up and make your selection.

INNOVATIVE
PRINTING &
GRAPHICS
incorporated

1623 Hwy. 121 North • 753-8802
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With all that wedding planning shirt, tie, vest or cummerbund, shoes,
crowding your mind and your bride's cuff links, and dress socks.
focus on her outfit, you might forget
•If you will be dressing somewhere
about all the formalwear. But looking other than
at home, pack up your outgood requires planning ahead. How to fit and
grooming products today. You
go about it? Follow this to-do timeshould gather:
line.
-Hair products
Three Months Before
-Deodorant
*Decide what you and your grooms-Tie
men will wear. Go tux shopping or
-Cummerbund or belt
reserve rentals for you and your posse.
-Vest
One Month Before
-Coat or jacket
•If you're buying a tux, make sure
-Cuff links and studs
alterations are finished and go in for a
-Dress shirt
final fitting. If the tux still doesn't fit
-Watch
quite right, the shop will still have
-Trousers
time to make final alterations.
-Undershirt
One Week Before
-Underwear
•Get a haircut!
-Socks
•Get a manicure
-Shoes
•Buy new boxers for the big day.
-And last, but definitely not least,
Surprise your bride with something
the wedding rings
stylish.
The Morning of the Wedding Day
One Day Before
•Get a close shave.
•If you're renting, pick up your tux.
Make sure your groomsmen, your
*Take a hot shower.
father, and the ring bearer get their
*Remember your deodorant!
tuxes, too.
•Remember the rings.
•If you're renting or buying, double
•Ask your mother to pin on your
check that all the elements are includ- boutonniere. This mother/son moment
ed in the correct size: jacket, trousers, will bring a tear to her eye.
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love Lai. a unique ring to it.
Available at...

The qoa Rush
jewelers
Ofymyic Tfazu • Murray •(27o)753.1968

• Bridal Registries tofit any Bride. From simple
to classy, modern to chic, we provide all the right
touches.
• Receive afive personalized hand-painted
wedding platter with any registry.
• Specializing in designing elegant centerpieces,
bouquetsfor any style wedding and
boutonnieres.

Come Visit Us at the
2008 Bristol's Bridal Expo!
Voted #I Gift Shop
in Murray
& Calloway County!

Corner of 12th & Sycamore • 753-9229
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
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We Invite You To Be Part OfOur Bridal Registry!
• Casual Dinnerware - Waechtersbach, Pfaltzgraff Dansk and Many Others
• Home Decor • Accent Furniture
1205 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY

(270) 753-1851
home r gifts

Hours: Monday-Friday 10 am-6 pm
Saturday 10 am-4 pm
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From everyday to formal occasion. beauty and function in tableware
and gifts. kitchen tools and great cookware, all with competitive pricing

add

Murray's home for Vera Wang, Marc Jacobs, Tracy Porter,
Jonathon Adler, and of course, Vera Bradley.
And just added - KATE SPADE TABLETOP!

Our new Registry Rewards program makes every
purchase
made during your registry this year equal to a
bonus for you!
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Select from Lenox. Vera Wang. Marc Jacobs, Kate Spade. Wedgwood
Noritake. Mikasa, Vilieroy & Boch. Mariposa. Vietri. Waterford Fiesta
All-Clad Cookware and more
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